IWCBODUCTIOS

The background to the sustaining area project was stated in detail in
a manuscript by Haviland and Puleston (1966)f which was Included in the grant
proposal. This way intended for publication in Science» but it Is scheduled
Instead for publication in Vol» VII of Estudios de Cultura Maya. Briefly,
our intent was to sample an area of 560 sq* kia* which surrounds the Classic
Maya site of Tikal, Guatemala9 in order to learn the nature of prehistoric
settlement in what probably constituted the sustaining area of this major
center* Prior to 1967, two seasons had been devoted to mound surveys in tills
area*

In addition, excavations had been undertaken in what were apparently

defensive earthworks (Puleston and Callender 1967)* In the final season,
survey work was completed, and a number of further excavations were undertaken.
Since full analysis of the resultant data will require considerable time, the
present report will be largely a general discussion of what was done. At this
point, we prefer to be cautious about: conclusions, and those stated herein
must be regarded as tentative.
The 196? field season extended from February through July, and involved
16 staff members, not all of whom wure in the field for the full time. A
number of staff members served without pay, for which we are grateful.
Project Director was William A. Baviland, who carried out some excavation.
Field Director wat* Dennis E* Puleston„ who carried out both excavation and
mapping*

Other staff members were as follows:

Olga S* Pule@ton9 in charge of fchu laboratory*
Natalie Levkovich and Emily Prageif, laboratory assistants*
Robert E* Fry, Cerasaist, iu ekirga of test pitting.
Ernestine Greeu, in charge of aascavations at Navahuelal«

Richard Blanton, Donald W. Callender, Jr., and Michael Whitter,
mapping and excavation.
Peter 0. Puleston, mapping and rauion survey.
Lilita Bergs, assistant at Navahuelal.
U* Stanley Loten, architect9
Hilfried Hestphal, mapping.

STRIP SURVEYS

Happing*

By the end of the 1966 field season, four radial strips had

been mapped, which run north, south, west, and east from the Great Plaza
of Tikal. Each is 500 in* wide and 12 km. long (Fig* 1). In 1967,
elevations were taken down the full length of the center of the south strip
with a transit, in order to check the accuracy of the contours established
earlier by use of an altimeter*

In general, the differences between the

two methods were not major (compare fig. 6 with Havlland and Puleston 1966s

Fig. 3).
Our original plan for 196? was to map an east-west strip, 500 m. in
width and 24 ksa* in length, along the north boundary of the Tikal national
Park. The purpose of this was to learn the relation of settlement to
topography far removed from any major population center such as Tikal*
However, the construction of a road, passable by Jeep, from Tikal to Uaxactun
permitted alteration of this plan*

Instead, a strip 500 rn« wide which runs

3 km, west from the north end of the north survey strip was mapped along the
north park boundary*

From the west end of this, a second strip, again 500 m.

wide, was mapped which runs 6.5 km« north to Uaxactun. The north end of
this strip ends at the center point &f the famous Rlcketson Uaxactun houseaiouud survey (Rlcketson and Ricketson 1937:15). Thus, the south arm of the
Ricketson survey is covered by the north end of our Uaxactun strip. This
Uaxactun strip covers some of the same terrain over which the north park
boundary passes, most notably a portion of the El Palmar Ridge, and still
gives some idea of the relation of prehistoric settlement to topography far
removed from Tikal. But in addition to this, it allows us to check the
accuracy of the Rlcketson survey, and to determine the southern demographic
boundary of Uaxactun.

A total of approximately 1&720 structures, 342 chultuns» and 5 embanked
reservoirs have now been mapped on all the survey strips* Roughly* this
breaks down as follows:
Mounds

Ctiultuns

South strip

461

91

West strip

225

74

North strip

346

34

East strip

398

66

North park boundary and Uaxactun strip

290

77

The four radial atrips indicate quite clearly that limits to Tlkal can be
set in terms of settlement density« to the east and vest* balo areas impose
fairly clearcut geographical boundaries* Indeed* ruins are lacking altogether in the extesiaive areaa of JMjital bgjjo (cf. Figs. 1* 2* and 3)* To
the north and south* however* a drop-off in mound density occurs 3«5 km.
and 7 km* respectively from the Great Plaza* despite the fact that there
continues to be terrain which was well suited for habitation (cf* Figs, 14, 5> and 6)*

In both instances $ artificial earthworks (which include those

mentioned above) appear to be associated with this drop-off* These may,
therefore „ be taken to set the maximum northern and southern limits of
Tlkal so fair as settlement density is concerned* A more detailed description of mound distribution on the north and south strips will be found in
the section on ceramic test excavations.
Settlement data an the north park boundary and the Uaacactun atrip wek'ct
most interesting* Particularly aotobie were the large nucleated groups oi:
structures on raised platforms which occur within a 2 km* radius of the
center point of the Ricketson Uaxactuxt survey* A concentration of settlement between 4*8 and 6*5 km* from Uaxactun is noteworthy in view of the fact

that: practically no rains w$re found cm the El Palmar Ridge where this is
crossed by the survey strip9 nor on the kilometer of gently rolling terrain
directly south of it*
At a point about 3 kau south of Uaxactun, a cave of alabaster or gypsum
was discovered* A similar cave was found off the survey strip* but in the
same general area. This is the firat known local source of this material
which was occasionally u&ed in the past to produce bowls and some other
objects which were placed in some of the Tikal tombs.
In the 6959.44 sq« m. of the Ricketson survey which was covered by our
Uaxactun strip, a total of 53 ruin mounds were encountered. This contrasts
with 31 which were mapped by Ricketson.

This represents a substantial

increase and indicates that Ricketson9a estimate of a population density on
the order of 104.57 persons per ®q» knu of habitable land at Uaxactun is
probably much too low* This is an important finding, for Ricketson8a
calculations have often been cited as evidence that Classic Maya sites were
not major population centers.
Agri€i|ltui:al £0tjoaotlal*

Since the sustaining area hypothesis is con-

cerned with matters of prehistoric food production, considerable attention
was given to the ecology of the area covered by the survey strips.

In the

course of our work up and down the strips, various informants with experience
in local agriculture were questioned as to the potential of different type®
of terrain- Thie oftea produced conflicting opinions. Therefore, to better
control these data, a survey was xun on 24 identical plots, in which 6
different informants were asked to assess and comment on each plot in terms
agricultural potential* The plots* described as imaginary gardens or rnilpas,
viere 50 x 25 meters in else, which were spaced at 300 meter intervals along

the South Brecha* This produced valuable data ou contemporary agricultural
practices In the Feten, and we not* have a general idea of variations In
agricultural potential along the South Brecha In spite of differences of
opinion*

Where differences existed* we collected some of our most valuable

data In terms of terrain factors assessed by the Informants in siting up a
particular plot* These factors Included slope and surface configuration,
vegetation height, vegetation typet exposure to windf soil color, soil
content» soil hardness, soil depth and overall drainage.
It appears that maize can be grown almost anywhere, excluding certain
bajos, and frljoles can be planted almost as extensively* Root crops of
different kinds are more specific in their requirements, which are in fact
quite varied*
Soil samples were also collected from each of these plots* The samples
are over 1 Ib* each, and were taken from the top 10 em. of the HE corner of
each plot* These are to be analyzed for content of chemicals and organic
compounds important for agriculture*

It will also be interesting to analyze

phosphorus content in relation to the distribution of settlement*
Ramon survey*

Related to the question of agricultural potential was a

survey of raaton trees ou the south radial strip* The following preliminary
report on this survey was prepared by Peter Puleston*
For many years, botanists and archaeologists who have worked in the
Petea have been aware of the fact that the raiaon tree tends to dominate the
high forest cou&aunity around Maya ruins. 0» F« Cook (1909) seems to have
been the first to note this phenomenon*

Later, Thompson (1930:185) observed,

"* * * it is remarkable what large numbers cf plants [the ramon tree] are to
be found growing in the iiimediate vicinity of any group of ruins/1 Limdeil

(1933:71) reported that he had found graces of the rasioa tree -covering every
ruin which he had visited in the Southern lowlands* Further he statesf
11

* * • it is no mere coincidence that this species is so abundant there*91

It was,, therefore? decided to test quantitatively the reality of this
relationship* Assuming that the relationship could be demonstrated., we, of
course, intended to go on to the question of "why?" Or» more specifically,
what is the evidence for the trees being relic populations of trees actually
cultivated by the Maya?
The ra&on id a large, fast growing tree endemic to the lowland forests
of Central America* Standley and Steyermark (1946:13) provide the following
information on distributionI
Hoist or wet forest, ascending to about 1,000 meters but
mostly at 300 meters or less; Peten9 Alta Verapas; Izabal;
Esculntla; Guatemala (valley of Rio liotagua); Retalhuleu; Quiche;
Huehuetenango; Baja Verapas* Southern Mexico and British
Honduras; Salvador; West Indies«
When fully mature tti© trees may be as high as 30-35 meters with the
trunk more than a meter in diameter* The dense crown spreads out well into
the third story of the high forest community where it grows best* The bark,
which is basically gray, varies considerably between individuals* This
appears to be largely a function of age* Old trees tend to have a scaley
dark-brown bark which Is often covered with lichens, while younger trees are
smooth to the touch with golden-yellow colors around the buttresses and lower
trunk* The Buttresses on larger trees are tall and thick, and extend out as
much as two taeters from the trunk at ground level* Xha leaves are bright
green, short-petlolate„ aad glabrous, They give a characteristic density to
thefcippaaraucfcof the foliage* The fruit is yellow, orange, or red, about
1*5 cm* in dias&eter and contains a single spherical aead about 1*2 cm. in

diameter. The outer flesh has an average weight of 1*8 gnu, while the &&&d
weighs about 3 gnu
The local woodsmen claim to be able to distinguish three varieties on
the basis of fruit: size and color and differences in the shapes and slzet^ of
leaves«

These varieties were called "ramon bianco, ramon amarillo, and

ramon rojo.11
Twice a year, again according to local information, the raiuou trees bear
fruit* The first fail, in the dry season, can begin as early as February or
as late as April* The second comes in the wet season in August* We did not
observe this second fall* A normal fall lasts about six weeks.
The distribution of ramon trees was studied in a continuous transect
along the south radial strip*

This particular strip was chosen, first oJ all,

because it contained similar ecological Communities in areas of both high and
low settlement density. The east and west strips crossed through large areas
of Tintal (Uaematoyylum caiapeehianiim) bajjp, totally unfavorable for rauona,
and were, therefore, eliminated. The north strip, which descends continuously into the large Bajo del Escobal (outside the National Park), was also
eliminated because of the bias that these conditions perhaps might have on
ramon distribution. Second, the south strip was chosen because it is most
intensively studied in terms of the eeramlc survey, the study of soils (not
yet completed), and excavation of residential structures and small nucleated
sites. Clearly these data would help clarify the ramon survey and vice-versa.
The techniques employed for mapping the trees were similar to those
used to map ruiu Rounds on the strip*

The ramou survey strip was trltioaed to

a width of 100 metera, however, for several reasons: 1) because it was felt
that 100 meters was sufficient to provide a comparatively representative

transect, raiaons being somewhat more abundant than ruins; and 2) the extra
time necessary to map a wider strip would have made it impossible to complete
the full 12 kilometers in the time available* On the other hand, a strip
narrower than 100 meters would probably have been Insufficient for the
following reasons: 1) The hypothetical association of ramons and ruins made
it necessary to include a minimally representative sample of the latter in
the ramon survey, which a line transect or other narrow transect would not
have provided, and 2) since areas of minimal ramon density were of special
interest in this study, it would be important to get representative samples
where they might be very scarce, even though 100 meters might have been more
than was necessary where ramon density was high.
Materials used for mapping included a full set of the south strip survey
maps on a clipboard, a field notebook, a Brunton compass, red and black
pencils, a felt tip marker, and a small plastic ruler«

The actual location

and mapping of the trees was carried out with the assistance of two experienced local woodsmena
time*

Small areas were searched systematically, one at a

Once a tree was discovered, it was located from the center survey

trail, or brechaa with the compass• Distances were paced from 25 meter
stakes to points HE the .brecha perpendicularly east or west of the tree, and
then to the tree itself, or vice-versa* Where a number of trees occurred
together, the location of the first tree was used as a base point to map die
others in the vicinity. The accurate plotting of the relationship of trees
to ruin mounds, when they occurred together, always received special attention*
When, as occasionally happened, aioutid groups were found to be inaccurately
located by a few maters, the trees w*y£:e plotted to show their relationship to
the mounds rather than their actual positions*

The position of each tree was marked on the tiapa with a red pencil*
Each tree was given a number* which was recorded in the field notebook with
other datav as well as on the -map*

The number was also placed on the tree

itself by making a small blaase and painting it on with a felt tip pen. This
was done to prevent the possibility of remapping and also to facilitate
relocation* After numbering, a rough, shoulder-level diameter of the tree
was taken and recorded. A superficial search was made in the forest litter
for ramon nuts to determine whether or not the tree was producing fruit*
All trees with a diameter of two or more inches were thus mapped and recorded*
Smaller trees were disregarded because of the difficulty involved in finding
and recording them all, and the fact that most of them would probably never
reach maturity anyway*
In an effort to get an idea of the potential significance of ramon
fruit to Maya oub&istance, some data on productivity were taken* A large tree
which was fairly isolated (S 353, W 15) was chosen so that its fall would
not be confused with that of other trees* When the fall began, the fruit
was systematically collected from the ground* Periodically, the tree was
revisited and additional fallen fruits were collected until the fall ended*
The fruits were finally counted and weighed.
A cursory glance at the strip map (Fig. 5) and the accompanying graph
(Fig. 6) reveals what appears to be <: significant correlation between
settlement and the density of ranaon treesa as compared to terrain at least*
A closer examination of these data follows.
The survey begins at the center of the Great Pla^a of Tikal*

For the

first 125 meters of the survey, the rmubar of raimons indicated on the map and
graph are probably somewhat below the true figure* This is because many

trees have beeu cut down as structures OB the Great Flasa area and in the
Central Acropolis have been cleared9 excavated, arid reconstructed.
Fortunately, stumps which could be identified and counted still remained in
a good part of this area* Where possible, this was supplemented by information taken from earlier photographs* The high density of ramons here is
equaled only by the peak at kilometer 5. In all probability, this concentration cannot be attributed to groves which stood in Maya times* Archaeological investigation indicates that the plazas, courts, and alleyways
between the mas&y "palaces11 and Mtemples11 were paved with heavy plaster floors
which offered little opportunity for growth of any sort of vegetation. It
cannot ba categorically stated that single large trees were not planted in
the centers of these courtyards, where the floors are most destroyed, but
at present there is only evidence against such a possibility* Host of the
vaittcms in this area are, or rather were, growing up on the tops and along
the aides of the collapsed buildings, evidently because of the unique and
highly favorable conditions they offer to ramons, which seem to grow quite
wall in well-drained situations* Few species do as well in this sort of
situation, so that raioons are faced with minimal competition.
For the reasons mentioned above, it seems likely that the large
numbers of trees In this area represent an incursion, which possibly was
speeded up by the existence of large nusabers of ramon In surrounding areas,
and perhaps bats as will be discussed later.
South of the Central Acropolis, in the Palace Reservoir, comparatively
few raracns occur*

Possibly this la because of the steep terrain, or

some factor of drainage Involved*

la any event, it seems unlikely that

rarnonsi grew there in Maya times unless conditions were very different.

Up OKI the other side of the reservoir* around Temple V and the South
Acropolis to the west, rrtmons become more numerous again* The dip in the
graph at this point is somewhat misleading, as remarkably few ramons are
found on the long downhill slope behind Temple V. Here againf some factor
of drainage or soil content must be responsible, for there are many ramo^s
nearby*
South of this hillslop©, the density of ramons Increases dramatically*
As in the Central Acropolis, great numbers of the trees occupy the tops and
sides of the larger mounds9 though many also grow in more level areas• The
latter becomes more true as one moves away from the larger mounds* It ±u
quite possible that ramon trees were grown in these apparently residential
areas* as the only certainly paved areas were the inner plazas and courtyards
between associated structures«

Large areas outside and around these building

units were quite likely used for kitchen gardening and arboriculture, much
as the modern Maya utilize such areas today*
Beyond this area, a drop in ramoa density is accompanied by a drop in
the si^a of mounds if not in their frequency«

Since most ramons here occupy

positions on the collapse, this difference in number of ramons may actually
be a function of the available structure-collapse habitat rather than
densities of the tree in prehistoric times.
In the half kilometer following 1 km. there is a real drop in mound
density matched by a significant drop in ramoa density. Both have probably
been influenced by the presence of seml-bajo conditions, apparently almost
as unfavorable for ramons as apparently for Maya settlement. A little
further south, a slight: knoll with saue mounds on it has a slightly higher
density of the fruit tree. Here, as before, this may relate to a difference

la present conditions rather than a difference In prehistoric times« At
2 km. a large stand of ramons unassoclated with any visible ruins is
enigmatic* The possibility that it represents the progeny of a grove which
ea&isted a thousand years ago suggests itself, but would be difficult to
demonstrate*
From this point on, the density of ramons decreases steadily with
settlement as one descends into the swampy bottom of the north branch of
the Holiaul* At the lawest point, near a sinkhole, various species of vines,
jijBba (Guadua sp*) and the jglta (Aechmea magaleaae) 9 now used for making
string, become the dominants* Ramon is completely absent* On the steep
ascent immediately south of the sinkhole, ramons begin to appear again,
though not in large numbers until the top of the hill is reached* From a
little beyond 3*5 km* to 4.3 km*, ramoti density remains low in spite of
scattered settlement* Actually, the ramon survey strip, though it passes
through an area of settlement, includes only one mound between these points,
but misses all the main groups. Perhaps greater densities of the tree
would be found off the 100 meter strip in closer association with the mound
groups. From 4*0 km* to 4*2 knu the scarcity of rauiou trees seems to be
attributable to another factor, however* Here a dense grove of nmna^
(Paeudcgaella. spuria) predominates o'tfer all other species* This tree bears
large quantities of a delicious cherry-like fruit which has a fall that
follows the fall of ramon* This fruit la highly appreciated by the local
people, who have the disturbing propensity to fell the trees just to get the
fruit* The density of rnana^ trees in this area is unique in our experience.
The grove quite possibly represent a relic of Maya arboriculture, though
further study is necessary to bear this out*

It Is interesting to note the

pro&iwiity of this grcrre 0$: delicate fruit trees to the small nucleated site
of Bobal. This extent em^t and west of the grove is wot known,
Moving up thti hill, ramon density increases significantly with settlement*

It is interesting to compare the density o£ ramon and settlement on

this ridge top with their densities on the ridge top at ?«S km* The high
density of r&mons on this riclge is particularly important to the hypothesis,
as here* in spite of the small si^e of the mounds, there are many more
r^mosie than in Central 1'ikal vhere the collapsed platforms, and structures
sire much more massive*

This comparison is important evidence in support of

the supposition that I:he distribution and density of ramons 1000 years ago
has more influence on, their present distribution and density than subsequent
changes in ecological conditions*
This heavy concentration continues down to the edge of the bajo* which
begins at ©bout 5*5 kin*

The graph i$ somewhat misleading here, because it

seeMS to indicate a dr^p in ramon which is not matched by settlement density.
In actualitys» as rain bs seen on the detailed map (Fig. 5) , settlement dot^s
not occur in the bajo at all.

This discrepancy is an artifact of the fact

that ramonsi were calculated on a 'traes per % km» f scale while settlement
w.& on a 'mounds per % sq« km*1 seal^ which involved. % km* lengths of the
survey strip*

This b«v|o l<i ecologicnlly unusual for the Tikal area. It

ccmiprises a community dominated by ths JCOBTOTO palm (Oj[bignxa jcghime) ^
.locally referred to m® a S2S2£§i*

Various products of this palm are used by

the Maya today. Fro& the meat of th\j nut, a fine cooking-oil is extracted*
The graat: 30-fcot ficciKHs are mie«f, extensively for thatching. The heart c»f
the tree -produces a dalicioiis salad, t;h.ough it is rarely eaten for the
obvious reason thr.t the tree mnnt lm destroyed to secure it.

It does not

seem unlikely that this community dates back to Haya times, and was used by
the Maya in these ways*

The possibility that this stand of trees was

introduced might be suggested on the basis of the comparative scarcity of
the species in ths Tikal area*

The corogo is much more csoinmon further e*iot

in British Honduras and on the Usumacinta to the SW9 where rainfall is
heavier*

There* the tree occurs as a dominant on ridges*

A few ramons do occur in the southern half of the SSXSS^L ^ut: they
quickly become evan mor^ nusnerouo oti the hillslope below the mound groups
nearer the top at 6*0 teu 1'hough mounds continue to occur off to the sides
of the strip beyond this point* they do not occur on the 100 ra» wide rarocm
survey strip. In light of this it is odd that their frequency continues
high ow£ to about 6,3 tan It is perhaps iiotewtthyt thoughf that they were
#J,1 comparatively j&rmJJL fcirees and ptenu&ably young*

On this basis it might

be suggested that the.&g r^vnons around the Lugima Verde Reservoir represent a
recent incursion*

More likely, however, in the probability that the lowness

of the vegetation In the b&jo, and "lie softness of the soil, simply waken it
an area unfavorable for larger ticaes*
From 6«6 km* OKI out fco 10*0 km* uramons a?:e practically non-existent-*
From 6«6 1km* to 7*0 km* the Lagima Verde bajo continues but from 7.0 km* to
10*0 knu typical high forest situations, as found near Tikal, predominate«
The one major difference! is the lad', of ramons*

The survey strip does p^ss

over a few mounds between these points, however, and we are left with th«
problem of explaining why ramop.s do not oeewr with greater frequency aronnd
them. Two explanations c«?.n be offered} one ecological9 the other archaeological.

From th-3 ecological standpoint, it can be suggested that there were

too few rmnons tli^re IB Maya times ^.o establish dominance} assuming the nvrober

of trees to have been proportional to the number of houses in the area In
Maya times*

From the archaeological standpoint, it is interesting to note

that the tocmnda in this area which were excavated all appear to have been
built and occupied in Early Classic times* This Includes Structures SE-382,
SW-157, SW-1S8, Stt-159, SE-393, and SE-394, all of which were eaccavated fairly
completely*

In all other areas on the survey atrip, where ramons occur with

some frequency9 Late Classic structures predominate. Thus there appears to
have been an abandonment of this particular area in Late Classic times*

It

is not inconceivable that ramon trees which might have stood around these
structures in Early Classic times were cut down in Late Classic times to make
room for expanding milpas* Another possibility is that arboriculture did not
become important until Late Classic I: lines»
At 10*0 km*, where Late Classic settlement apparently continued, raiaon
density increases with mound density in a most dramatic fashion*

The struc-

tures in this area are near the email nucleated site, Navajuelal, on the edge
of the Holmul (S« branch) and a segment of tintala or logwood bajo.
iUuion trees on the main Wavajuelal platform were also plotted, not only
because they were being cut down to ib&ke way for excavations, but because they
were so numerous. The main platforms of Navajuelal, like those in Central
Tikal, were covered with heavy plaster floots, so it is assumed that the
rasiong moved up onto the collapsed construction from surrounding areas* the
lack of rainon trees on the survey atrip opposite Navajuelal, as compared to
their prevalence in tine area of laouiade, again suggests, though does not prove,
their association ^-itu structures rather than their cultivation in plantations.
Farther south, r&non density drops off as the survey strip drops into
bajo*

In the Jtijvtal the trees completely disappear. At the very end of the

strip, a few rarnons occur at the base of a large hill. Informal reconnaissance
Indicates that more structures are located further up the hill, off the map*
If it 1& assumed that a relationship between settlement and ramon density
has been demonstrated, what evidence is there to suggest that this is a
reflection of Mayan arboricultural practices of more than 1000 years ago?
Lundell (1937:10) has the following to say:
From the fact that the ratuon trees dominate on the ancient
sites, we may assume that the dominance is due to an initial
advantage accruing to the species through its presence in large
numbers when the places were abandoned*
The possibility that this distribution of ramons is attributable to aome
other factor» however, cannot easily be put aside. Some of the suggested
alternatives have already been mentioned* They include:

1) the fact that

the collapsed construction habitat offers an ecological niche best taken
advantage of by ramons; 2) the possibility that some change took place in the
soils around areas of Maya occupation that was especially favorable for ramons;
3) the possibility that fruit-eating bats, which live in the uncollapsed
chambers and vaults of the ruins» offered special opportunities to the
propagation of the tree in ruin areas by carrying in the fruit as food and
dropping it; 4) the possibility that the ridge-top situations preferred by
the Maya for settlement just happen to coincide with those areas most favorable
to the raiaon.
In regard to the first of these,, the fact that most ramons found in
apparently residential areas are not growing on the mounds themselves but in
the general area seems to count agairut this possibility* The favorabilily
of collapsed buildings only seams to be significant where the ruin mounds are
very large, as in the central area*

This can be noted by scanning the tree

locations on the atrip map*

In fact, thie explanation ia probably the reason

for the large numbers of ramons in the central area today, where ramons almost
certainly did not grow In Maya times.
In regard to the second possibility* it seems first of all unlikely that
email quantities of at least phosphorus, which has been linked suggestively
to occupation areas (Cowgill and Hutchinson 1963:23), could be so influential*
Secondly, one would expect the density of ramons to be equivalent around the
Early Classic groups between 7 km* and 9 km., which they are not.

In the text

above, it was suggested that removal of the trees» or the lack of initial
dominance, might account for their absence. The results of analysis of soil
samples taken at 500 meter intervals on the south strip may clarify this.
The third possibility can be fairly safely eliminated on the basin of the
high density of ramons in peripheral residential areas where vaulted structures, so typical of the central area, are relatively unusual. This was a
powerful argument when heavy concentrations appeared to be limited to the main
ruiu areas, where the large bat populations occur. It is only with the data
from a really larga transect that the larger pattern has emerged.
The fourth possibility is judged to be unlikely on the basis of the
irregular distribution of ramons in relation to terrain (Fig. 6). Settlement
distribution appears to have been influenced locally by environmental 'conditions, but on a larger scale it is the influence of TIkal as a nucleus for
settlement which predominates. The distribution of ramon trees matches this
pattern dramatically* Our faith in the reality of these data rests finally
in the slse of the sample? which, though small in comparison to the total
area of the whole Peten, or even the Tikal National Park, provides us with a
broad spectrum of associations of terrain, Maya ruins, aud ramou trees* Hie

12 km* long strip covered a total area of 1,200,000 sq» m. Approximately
2100 rauon trees were mapped*

Over ISO structures were* included in the

transect survey area*
la simulation these data appear to support the supposition that the present distribution of rainon is ultimately attributable to the activities of the
Maya. The Implications of this for the ecology of the Peten are enormous.
We are reminded of Bartlett's almost prophetic statement;
If this supposition regarding ramon should be supported by
future investigations it will afford additional support for the
supposition that the plant associations of the Peten forest were
determined largely by human agency centuries ago* (Bartlett
1935;18)
Suggestions as to the nature of Maya activity responsible for the distribution of ramons has been presented by both Bartlett and Lundell*

Bartlett

(1935:16) suggests:
It is almost certain that during the period of densest population* numerous islands of trees would have been left for shade
at house and village sites; and that as wood was needed for various purposes there would have been an elimination of species that
bore no useful fruit or other product* We can imagine the Maya
of old sparing useful wild trees just as they do today? and just
as primitive man does in other parts of the worldLundell (1937:10) appears to be More in favor of active planting*
Today in the peninsula rcuoon trees are planted and protected for a twofold purpose: the leaves and small twigs are
used for forage and the fruit for food* The ancient Maya certainly planted the tree also but for food only.
Landa (Josser 1941:198-203) reveals to us that the 16th century Maya, in
addition to their well-developed agriculture, made good use of many frultu,
There is a very large tree which bears a large and somewhat.
long and thick fruit, the flesh of which is red and very good to
e&t, * * * (Roys identifies this as the ^gga^ Colorado., Calocargum
ytia&miostim) *

* * * another tree, wonderfully beautiful and fresh, and it
bears a fruit like large eggs, The Indians pick it green and
ripen it lu ashes . . . (the papaya, Carica papaya).

There is a tree, spongy and ugly although large, and bears
a certain kind of fruit, large, full of yellow insides, very
savory and with little seeds like hemp seeds but much larger,
which are very healthy for urine«, From this fruit they make a
good preserve * * • (identified by Lundell a& Jacaratia mexicana).
There is another very beautiful and fresh tree which never
loses its leaves and bears small savory figs, which they call OK.
(This is the ranton, Birosimijgn alicastruma)
Other fruit trees specifically described in similar fashion Include the
chico asapQte (Achras japote) , the jguaya (Talisia olivae formis) f the avocado
(£!££!!£:& &k*e£J--c^&) , (Cgreus yiid^atiis), (Faremei3ffciera edulia), (Bixa orellaiut) ,
and others.

Hot all of these occur in the Peten.

Landa, unfortunately, does not give us any definite evidence as to
whether or not these trees were cultivated. We can be fairly sure that the
Maya were skilled arboriculturaliats on the basis of other evidence, however*
As Hontejo^ soldiers approached Sinaimato in northern Yucatan, they passed
through two leagues of well tended groves of incense trees (Protium copal)
outside the town (Qviedo y Valdes 1853:230).
Landa, describing precouquestfci.wisa,suggestively informs us that,
They kept the land well cleared and free from weeds, and
planted very good trees (Toszer 1941:62).
Landa does not say specifically that these were fruit trees, though in the
Xozzer translation of lierrera, they are described as such.
They found them living together in pueblos in very civilized fashion, and they kept tlum clean, the weeds cleared
away and the fruit trees planted (Tosszer 1941:217).
In the Relaciem of Caspar Antonio Chi, as translated by Roys (in Toz^er
1941:230), we find mention of fruit trees in owned plantations:
The landii were in couon ai^d (no between the towns there
werfc no boundaries or landmarks to divide them) except between
one province (and another because of wars) mid In the case of
certain hollows and caves, (plantation of fruit trees and)
cacao trees, „ . •

It la interesting to note here that* though lands in general were in common,
fruit tree plantations as well as cacao trees were not. This would appear
to emphasise their value and importance.
Chamberlain (1953:30) mentions, "Cacao from fine carefully cultivated
groves * * « M as a principal product of the Rio Ulua area in Honduras*
Roys (1957:161) mentions a town in SB Yucatan which contained 2000
houses* Around it were orchards of maaey (Calocarpuui mammoaum) and cacao
trees and prosperous mai«e fields.
The importance of these orchards and groves to (apparently the subsistence of) the Maya is exemplified in Scholes and Roys (1948:171-172) study of
ancient documents which relate to the Chontal Maya? where we learn that the
Spanish were apparently able to greatly Increase the effectiveness of forced
population movements by cutting down the trees of village orchards*
There is also evidence that Pesquera had the cacao and copal
trees cut down at Acalan-Itzonk&nac in order to compel the abandonment of the old capital and to discourage desertions from Tixchel*
In accordance with Governor Flgueroa's instructions the
fruit trees at Taucfcok and Ichbalehe were cut down and the houses
burned to discourage the Indians from returning to their old locations (Scholes and Roys 1948:288)*
The use of the same technique is described in the Relaclon of Pasonot
(Tozser 1941:72)*
And this Tomae Lopes was I'&gponsibjLe for moving and for the
death of so great number of people as have died, because the
Indians say that since they ordered them to move by force and
burned their houses and cut dowia their fruit trees which they
owned « * .
Evidence of a sophisticated arbc ricultural technology is suggested by
more recent observations. Kedfield (1934) reports the use of grafting at
Chan &0m; Indians of Quinta&a Roo, though they do not practice grafting, are
familiar with the techniques of pruning and transplanting (Villa 1945:57)*

The Chorti are sophisticated arboriculturists, and practice irrigation in
their orchards (Wisdom 1940;58). Transplanting apparently goes on all the
time, and men often return from hunting and trading trips with Interesting
and useful plants which are replanted in the courtyard or garden* The average
orchard contains at least a do^en varities of fruit tree, the most Important
today being the banana and the plantain.
The practically instantaneous acceptance9 and wild-fire spread, of
bananas and plantain upon their introduction by the Spaniards (Tozzer 1941:
199) is suggestive of a similar interest in arboriculture at the time of
contact. The implication that such interests and attitudes existed in Classic
times is of course risky, but it doea provide us with a provocative alternative* to explain the Tlkal ramon data.
In spite of these references, which appear to demonstrate rather conclusively the cultivation of fruit trees at the time of contact, there are
very few which actually describe fruit trees being grown in kitchen gardens
or in close association with residential areas. Since this is the pattern
which seems to be indicated by the Tikal data it is Important to explore this
point.
Chamberlain (1953:66) published a letter from Montejo to the King of
Spain in which it is stated that "« . . all the towns are (veritable) fruit
gardens." Though this sort of thing must be taken with a grain of salt, It
would appear to imply the growing of fruit within the residential nucleus of
the town.
Landa says in his description of the growing Loiichocarpus lo_ngiatylu.B»
the roots of which were weed to make the intoxicating drink balche;

• • « I idll. speak csf wine a thing which the Indians esteemed
highly and no almost all of them planted it in their yards or
spaces around their houses (loader 1941;198).
Mere at last we have a specific reference to contact time arboriculture in
kitchen gardens, though it is not a fruit tree* More conclusive is a quote
from the "Relaclon de los Pueblos de Cliuaca y de Chechimula11 reported to the
King of Spain about 1577;
t * f likewise he ordered them to set fire to all the fruit
trees which they had behind their houses in the said town (Uauchope
1938;133),
Turning to ethnographic data we find numerous references to kitchen
garden arboriculture*, though to be sure these data are of diminishing reliability when it coiner to drawing inferences for Classic tines* As has already
been mentioned, the Chorti are constantly transplanting useful and ornamental
trees into kitchen gardens around their houses* Uauchope in his book Modern
Maya Houses (1938:129) includes a sketch plan of a typical Maya backyard in
which the presence of fruit trees i« indicated*

He cements on the Yucatecan'a

love of their fruit trees and the fact that a wealthy Indian may have many
trees on his property*

He (Wauchope 1938:199) also notes that Guatemalan

houses (especially in the Alta Vera Pas) are sometimes almost hidden by
surrounding fruit trees or cornstalks• Neither Wauchope nor Wisdom make any
references to rasacm trees. Thompson, however9 working in British Honduras,
had numerous opportunities to observe the importance of this tree to subsistence and its significance aa n semi-cultivated tree,
The bread-nut tree (Brosimum alicastrum) is not in the true
sense a cultivated plant, aa there is no difference between the
cultivated trees and those growing wild in the forest* Nevertheless the plant is of jsu&h economic importance that it seeine best
to class it &s oaa of the cultivated group • * , the modern Maya
to a certain extent purposely plaints bread-nut trees in and
around his villages or at least abstains from cutting down those
that are already growing (Thoiapnon 1930s 185),

lie farther notes, "there is no information as to whether It was cultivated
in pre~Spanish times" (Thompson 1930:185).
Thompson does not specifically note the cultivation of raiuon in houseyards or kitchen gardens but as the final link in a rather tenuous chain of
evidence and logic; a photograph of this association was taken by Peter
Puleston in 1967. The house* located in the relatively remote village of
Dolores in the southeast Peten, is occupied by a man of Maya descent. Questioning revealed that he got the trees started, with the intention of utilizing
them for fodder and food. Whether they were transplanted or planted is not
known. This information is supported by the fact that ramons do not appear to
grow in the immediate vicinity of the village.

Perhaps for this reason, they

stand in defiance of a local ordinance which required all larger trees in the
village to be cut down some years ago*

It is doubted that they will stand

much longer.
Turning now to the use of ramon* we already have Landafs reference to
them as "savory figs." In the Book o£ Chilam Balaia of Chumayel they are somewhat more significantly associated with famine along with two root crops9
CUR (Caiopoffouiiuu coeyjuleum) and the batum (Anthuriiga tetya^onam). In on&
particularly dire prophecy9 where it is prophesied that "vultures will enter
the houses," it is recorded that ". . * the bread-nut [ramon] shall be their
bread" (Roys 1933:122). Tozsser (1941:199) writes in reference to this,
"With the cu£ it (the ramon] was so much used in times of scarcity that these
two plants appear almost as a symbol of famine in the Prophecies." This is
clearly in reference to use of the seed to make meal* wiierein lies the origin
of the Creole name "breadnut" (Battlett 1935:18), rather than the "savory11
flesh described by Landa*

Ill terms of more recent times9 Roy a (1931:272) records that
The foliage is the principal green fodder of the country
from June to March, and the boiled fruit is eaten alone or
with honey or coriu&eal.
Thompson (1930:185) reports that
• • * in the months of April and May, . . « it is gathered
in large quantities* The outer covering is eaten raw* The
kernels are either boiled or, after being steeped in water or
lime, are ground and mixed with malsse to make tortillas*
Standley and Steyermark (1946:14) add that
In southern Mexico the roasted seeds are said to be used
sometimes as a coffee substitute*
Today the rotaon continues to be of Importance to subsistence in various
parts of the Peten*

In 1967, when there was a shortage of corn early in the

year, villagers of Dolores went several miles into the forest to collect the
fruit« After the fall, when fruit is still fresh on the ground, the rather
ta&ty flesh may be peeled off the seed and eaten as mentioned by Thompson*
Though it is not so preserved today, it is not inconceivable that this portion
of the fruit might have been preserved by the familiar processes of drying
or smoking in former times* Mote the reference to fruit preservation already
quoted in Lands9s description of Jacaratia mexicana (Tozzer 1941:199). The
seeds which remain after the flesh is either removed, eaten off by insects,
or dried up, can ba collected in large quantities with relative ease*
The following recipe for tortillas was collected in Tlkal from Ellas
Contreras, a local workman of Maya descent, who was given S Ibs* of the seeds
to prepare.
1. Place the flashed seeds in a large cooking pot and cover them with
water.
2. Add a handful of ashes frota the fire, and boll for about a half an
hour*

(This boiling and addition of ash is apparently to remove

the alight bitterness of the seed, which is probably attributable
to a certain amount of tannin in the fruit*)
3, After removal of the pot from the fire the water is allowed to
cool a bit, then it is poured off and the seeds are washed clean in
water*
4* The seeds may now be eaten5 but generally they are ground into paste*
This grinding is done today with little handmills, though formerly
the familiar mano and metate would have been used.
5. Ellas added the apparently modern ingredients, manteca (hydrogenated
cottonseed oil of Guatemalan manufacture), a ground-up stick of
cinnamon, and sugar*

In former times, and probably occasionally

today, sugar would be substituted by honey*
6. The paste is kneaded into tortillas which are cooked on banana leaves
because of their fragility in comparison to cornmeal tortillas*

In

view of the supposedly late arrival of tortillas in the Maya area,
it is interesting that Ellas reported that the paste is sometimes
kneaded into little loaves which are actually baked inside the
typical table-hearth oven*

the tortillas were eaten and found to

be tasty, though dominated by the taste of sweetness and cinnamon*
Ramon seeds have been identified in archaeological contexts in two,
possibly contemporary, deposits of Tikal* One of these was a burned layer in
surface debris near the foot of the Temple 1 stain/ay (Lundell 1961:10)* The
other appears to be the fill of Burial 3, which was intruded into the flour of
the back room of Temple I (Tikal Report No* 7). Though both these deposits
ar« Post-Classic,, t:he large quantities of plant material which remain to be
identified does not allow us to preclude the possibility that rumon seeds will

be found iti Classic contexts• The literature has not been searched for
other oc&mirtrences of r«M».on in archaeological contexts*
As was mentioned, an attempt was made to calculate the potential
productivity of the ratrion*

Over a period of about a month 12,546 ramon seeds,

neighing a total of about 72 lbs», were collected from beneath a single
tree. Weighing of individual fruits showed that the seeds averaged a weight
of 3 gin.

Since the average weight of the flesh was half that, 1»5 gnu, an

additional 36 Ibs* of the valuable flesh would have been available.

Unfortu~

ttateXy* weights of the prepared, foods could not be taken as a result of
irregularities in the preparation experiment*

Ellas1 children ate some of the

prepared food before we could weigh- It.
The productivity of the tree Is beet assessed by connpurlng it to corn.
Cowglll (1962:277) calculates that 636 Ibnu of shelled corn annually are
sufficient to sustain the average Petenero of today. On this basis, we must
£#,c«i the fact that 10 icamon trees have the potential to produce more than
this in dried seed alone*

Cowglll, in an early report, has estimated an

average crop yield und^r the most favorable conditions at 78 Ibs* of shelled
corn per cuerda, which amounts to 390 lbs» per acre (reported in Relna 1967:
14)*

This is about half of her estimate in a later publication (Cowgill

1962:276). If we take her lower estimate, It is apparent that 11 ramon trees
could produce more food, than the corn from two acres of modern Peten mllpn.
If the higher estimate Is used, the a&me number of raraon trees still would
produce moira than one sere of milpa*
The data cm raraoa production are nomevhat tempered by the fact that many
fcfr<&«?& recorded in the .*mrvey did not appear to be bearing fruit when the
sumrey was taken*

$ht?fcher thi,.s is hf»^awse they produced later in the year,

pethaps during the second fall, or they were simply non-fruit producing
trees, could not be determined*

Presumably the Maya* with selective planting

and grafting, could have had some control over productiveness.
Turning finally to nutrition, the flesh and seed of the ramon is cornpaired to corn, beans* squash, and two root crops in Table I, Three facts of
great significance, may be drawn from thin table. These are that a 100 gram
edible portion of ramon seeds produces 1) roughly 10% more calories than
beans (250% more than corn), 2) ali&ost half as much protein as beans (three
times as much as corn), and 3} 50% more carbohydrates than beans (almost
seven times as much as corn)*

The high levels of Vitamin, A 9 riboflavln, and

aticcirbic acid in flesh should also be noted*
£?I!&lysSi9Ji§.*

I*1 fluanation a number of points seem to be worth bringing

forward once again*
1*

The rittnon produces a truly tremendous amount of food in terms of

weight alone. Eleven good tress can produce B® much as two acres of corn*
AB many a?i 50 ramc^n tr^es can be counted in a single acre on the survey.
2*

In terms of nutritional iri*JNe the ramon outranks even the bean in

calories mid carbohydrates*
3*

It fair mitstrips the indicated root crops.

The Book of, CijdULra jtoJLagt records that ramon replaced corn for the

making of "bread11 in times of famine*
reliable food source.

Presumably it was ultimately a morts

In respect to the vagaries of agriculture this is not

surprising. The fact that the seeds rot or sprout on the ground if they are
not; collected, atK* therefore are not available all year round, suggests that
kh&y were gathered regularly in l#,rgr? quantities*
4-

The survey demonstrates *m nil but unquestionable association

batveen rmwon trees and Maya ruins*

In ruin areas ramons are usually dominant.

Lundell'a statements (cited above) Indicate that wa may assume that this
association dates back to Maya times* when the trees were apparently given
an artificial dominance*
5. The heavy construction and plastering in central areas suggests
that in Maya times the trees were restricted to presumably residential
areas peripheral to the center.

This is supported by historical and ethno-

graphic data*
Assuming that the Maya actually did cultivate ramon trees in numbers
sufficient to assure dominance of the tree for at least a thousand years,
the real significance of all this lies in the truly staggering nutritional
value a grove of ramon trees represents* By this we mean nutritional value
calculated in terms of calories, protein* and carbohydrates per acre* as
compared to any other crop known to have been cultivated by the Maya*
One further point remains to be brought forward. The amount of labor
necessary to produce all this food is practically nothing. All the time
(and energy) consuming activities involved in mllpa agriculture* including
cutting and clearing* burning* planting* weeding* harvesting* and even
transportation of the food to the house* are virtually eliminated. Once or
twice a year* the fruit comes down as if out of the skyt plopping off the
roofs of the houses* into the courts* and backyards* where the merest child
could be set to gathering them up.
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Huntiafc Jg£tgntial. Although one normally thinks of a Tlkal sustaining
area primarily as au area devoted to agricultural activity9 it might also
have served to some degree as an area for hunting and trapping. In the course
of the surveys, the opportunity arose to gather data pertinent to such pursuits. This was* however, incidental to other activities, and the data are
not exhaustive*
One of our laborers was of local Maya ancestry, and experienced in the
use of present-day bird and animal traps. Data on a total of seven traps
was collected; these included a deadfall for larger animials (tepesquintle,
wild pigs, aad the occasional puma); two noose traps for birds, a basket
trapj a squirrel trap, a gopher (tusa) trap, and a rat trap* The traps were
photographed and details of their construction recorded* Data were also
taken on methods and times of u©a, baits and relevant habits of the animals
(
involved*
A few small laasmaals were collected by Peter Pules ton during the season.
Though some collecting has already been done in the Tlkal area, it has been
minimal* Ultimately, all of this material together will be useful for
comparison with archaeological material* The following specimens were
identified by Kssrl F. Koopiaan of the American Museum of Natural History*
The collection is in Brookhaven, Mew York.
RODENTIA
#1 Upmys (?)
often falls into test pits, large cheek pouches, large hind
feat like jumping mouse*
(Op* 119).

Juae 20, 1966*

Collected in test'pits SW of Str* 5F--1

#2 Qjyzgwt*. (?)
caught in a snap trap at Laguna Vetde camp*

Large brown mouse*

June 29, 1967.
13 ^Bterogeom^s MEMM5L yucatatiensia (Tusa,

Gopher)

caught with Maya trap In square 7E of the Tlkal site map, east
side of Remate Trail (road) where they were active. April 4, 1967.
CHIOPTEBA
$4

Tadarida Jjticaudjita 2ucatanica
from colony in lintels of Temple I,

March 10, 1967*

$5 Fsrogteryjc fifcjtotis. niMgrotis,
from inside roof comb chambers of Temple V*
*6 J?ft?S!!i§ .§£«

?

from Chultun 5D-lf in Main Plasia*
*7

March 10, 1967•

June 10, 1966,

.C^ojULiiBL JB££§fil£ilJj£SL fi£$£S&
from clumbers of Str. 5E-58.

March 7, 1967.

#8 JLturnia eg.. ?
caught in mist-net on south side of Tlkal Reservoir Marcli 18, 1967.
$9

Stwtnia JBJJU ?
caught in the mif*t-net o^ south side of Tlkal Reservoir March 18,
1967.

^° .^sssiiM SR- ?
(same r.s #6) from Chultun 5D--1, in Main Plaza* March 10, 1967.
#11 C»lo§s0pohag§ sorcina wleachil
provenience unrecorded*

May 4, 1967*

This species is recorded

for Yucatanf Xkyc Ca¥ef etomach contained insects (Pearse 1938:

302).

$12 ja^yk^siE jyy&uH&M s^sssss^
caught In mist-net, 30 meters sotsth of Tlkai Reservoir, March 18,

1967,
#13 Artijbeug^ Jlfl^icensls?

as for #12
*^ Artibeus J[amajUcensiisl

as for #12
'15 SSSSSESSSXS. jytliSSSSSL MAilM*JllA
from overhanging rock on north shore of Lake Peten, March 22,
1967.

CERAMIC TEST EXCAVATION
Introduction

An extensive test pit program was carried out la order

to secure sherd samples from the survey atrips. This was essential If we were
to learn the percentage of structures which were In use at any one time, and
If we were to have any Idea of the pattern of population growth through time*
At the same tlmef ceramic differences between Tikal and the surrounding
hinterland might be recognised.
A random sampling technique was used to Insure a representative sample
of Bftound groups»

These groups, rather than single mounds, were used as

basic sampling units on the assumption that the structures In such groups
would have been in use simultaneously. This was confirmed by more extensive
excavations in oaoynd groups on the south strip. Test pits were placed outside the limits of construction In order to sample refuse deposits, since
previous test pits in construction fill had provided very scanty sherd
material. In addition, there is always the possibility that fill sherds
may considerably predate the actual construction and use of a given structure.
Fill situations were not ignored altogether, however, particularly in the
larger groups.

In order to be sure to locate good sherd concentrations,

< post hole diggers were used to probe around the mounds of the group selected*
The test pit would than be placed next to whichever hole produced the greatest quantity of sherds. For the south survey strip, the test pit sise
varied from 1 meter square to 1.5 meters square, depending on the quantity
of sherds produced. On the north strip, for the sake of getting a more
comparable sample, only test pits 1.5 meters square were put la.
The question aros»& as to tha sltfe of the units or "universes11 to be

Sampled—should w& take each of the'survey strips to be tested as a single

unit, or should they be broken down into smaller units; if so, by what
criteria* Also, should an attempt be made at stratified sampling? This
would involve classification of the mound groups into a number of types,
which would then be sampled at random. Or, should we stick to a straight
random sample of all mound groups? The latter approach was chosen, mainly
because we felt that we didn9t know enough about the significance of
differences of siEe and orientation of mounds and mound groups; also
because of the problems in the classification of what was actually a
continuum in mound si^e« In regard to the universe problem, we decided
to break up the north and south strips into a series of geographically
delimited universest which ensured better samples in the areas of sparser
mound concentration* A total of four universes were delimited on the
south strip* In two cases, the dividing points were balo areas, which
contained no mound groups* The other was a more favorable area with a
gap in the distribution of mound groups* Three universes were delimited
on the north strip* One ended at a cultural, rather than a physical
boundary, the defensive earthwork, which cuts across the whole strip*
The other dividing boundary was a low, unpopulated balo area between
9*3~»10«8 km* The sampling began at the approximate boundary of the
16 sq* km. Tlkal Map, although the North Strip Universe fl began about
300 meters within this boundary* Since we figured that we would not
have time to extensively test all four strips, we chose the north and
south strips to test* On the south strip, as on the north, there was a
more continuous occupation than on the other two. In addition, the
small nucleated site of Navajuelal, which was to be extensively excavated,
lay just off the far end of the south strip* To the north there was the

earthworkt and the problem of the relationships between Tikal and the sites
to the north, Uaxactun, and Jimbal*
South atrift* The first universe delimited started about 3*4 km. from
the center of Tikal, just beyond a small baj£ area, in which there are no
mound groups*

It ran an to about 5*5 km* from the site center* At this

point is a Corocu Palm type ba|o> fairly low and dmnpf in which there are
no nouad group?, Topographically, the land rises rather steeply in places,
from the first bajo to a sere level area with a gentler rise* It then
rises steeply again to cross the Bobal ridge, with a flat area on top, at
about 4.6 km* From here* the land drops in a series of steep drops, with
gentler sloping areas down to the Coronal bajo,»

This universe had a very

dense ®0ufid concentration, especially near the top of the Bobal ridge* We
decided to exclude from the sample ail mound groups outside of the 500
meter wide mapped strip, including those borderline groups which were
partially inside the map* In this first universe, we also excluded the
nucleated site of Bobal, considering it as a separate universe, which was
sampled independently* In this first universe were 66 mound groups, most
of these being pla«*a~type units* Vta assigned each of these units a number
(not the same as the official m^und ambers). Then we selected the groups
to be tested, using a random number table* A starting point was found in
the table, then tha numbers Mere chorea vertically in a column. All
numbers over 66 were discarded, as w&re repeats*
Since we weren't sure of tlie anouint of time such testing would take,
the first sample consisted of 18 groups. Later, when we found that we
. did have time for more excavation, wa returned to this universe and
excavated 2 more groupsa

This gav& m sample of slightly under one-third^

For the rest of the universes, we used a one-third sample* The use of the
random number table allowed us this flexibility in amount of excavation.
In addition* if, as occasionally happened, a mapped mound group was found
to be a natural phenomenon, we could always return to where we had left
off in the randqca number table and choose another group.
With the testing methodology perfected, work on the first universe
was begun during the third week in February* During the first week Robert
Fry was aided by Dennis Puleston, Donald Callender, Michael Witter, and
Brnestene Green* Later he worked alone or with Witter as assistant with
a crew of from 4 to 8 workman* The usual procedure was to start from
the approximate area of the group on the brecha itself, pacing off the
indicated distance, and then if the group was not found, to have the men
fan out in the surrounding area* Most groups were easily located, the
maps being quite accurate in most areas. In addition, few new reminds
were located and most of these were in known and mapped groups* Once
the mound or mptu&ds had been located, the workmen would start postholes
in the most likely places to find good sherd concentrations* It soon
became evident that these were usually around the back corners or the back
of mounds, figuring that in front on the pla$a would not be a likely plage
for middens. Of course, this method would not work for single mounds.
If a group was on a fairly high plai form, the test pits w^re usually put
by the side of the mound, both because we could get platform construction
dates, by going down into fill, and because few sherd concentrations
could be located on the steep sloping sides of platforms,, We usually
put from 3 to 10 postholes in each group, the quantity depending on our
success with the first pos tholes, l&i addition, for large groups, especially

on the north atrip, w« would poathole around several of the mounds to see If
the few sherds from these povtholes matched in date those from the test pit-to see if most of the mounds actually were contemporaneous, at least for
final occupation*
When a productive posthole was found, the test pit was laid out in that
aieea»

Usually it was at one side, but occasionally right over the posthole*

In the latter caa®9 care was taken to see thai: sherds from upper lots did
not become mixed with those lower. Whenever possible, the test pits were
dug in natural levels* However, in most cases this was not possible* Differences in soil textur& and color seemed to be due more to post-depositioiuil
root infiltration and weathering, rather than depoaifclonal differences. In
most cases we dug in arbitrary 20 en* levels, continuing until we reached
bedrock, and in these cusas the test pits were located on fairly high platforms, with little or no sherd material in the fill* Of course, new tote
were started if w& encountered a floor or remnants of a floor. If we
found part of a platform wall, we usually fuoved the test pit further away
or did not cut into the platform* la a few cases, the stones were drawn
or sketched in, a-ad the fill excavated, the lots being kept separated fr«>m
thft rest of tha material* Most of the test pits were 3 or 4 levels deep,
usually about 60 or ?0 ens* to bedrock, with some shallower, and some of
those on or near large groups or platforms much deeper.
Xlw* results from tha first uaix.srse on the south strip are presented
first iu tabular form* Tha category "General Late Classic18 includes
deposits where tha material could not be subdivided into Ik and Imix» and
where both Ik and late Late Classic deposits are found in about equal
amounts* Late Late Classic includes both ImlK and Eznab, siaee in form

the two are much alike» and differences in decoration cannot be used because
of poor preservation. It should be noted that with the exception of sherds
from fills of structures, from under floors, or in sealed cbultuns, most
of the sherds found are in poor to very poor condition, especially with
regard to surface preservation*
Ug.iCglfg£-Jl.ft--S^th^Strt^
Eugb - Definite Eznab sherds found at 2 locations.
Imiat~ or E^taab-late Late Classic - Dominates at 4 locations.
Ik - Dominates at 2 locations.
Gene.ral L&t& Cl®&$ic - Dominates at 6 locations*
Early and Late Ciaasie * Dominates at 4 locations, all with Preclassic
also.
Manlk - Dominates at 3 locations*
Early aad Fi'acl^sslc ~* Dominates at 1 location.
The total is more than the sample because the few Eznab sherds were
found at locutions where other period sherds predominated* The Preclassic
material all coores from a fairly restricted area on top of the Bobal Ridge,
and on the immediate southern slope of this ridge, being found at S locations all within a 125 19. radius. Most of these sherds were found in fill
under platform or plaasa floors. All of these test pits also produced
Early and Late Classic (in ail but one case) material* Most of this
Preclas&lc material seems to be of the Cauac Complex, with some possible
Chuen, and possibly soma Cauac-Cin&i as well. For the Early Classic, there
are two groups, both fairly large, located on two of the higher parts of
the Bobal Ridge. They seem to be entirely Early Classic. One small monad
to the north seems to be of Early Classic construction, though there are

later deposits around this mound* For the rest of this universe9 there
seems to be a very wide scattering of Manlk sherds in almost all test pits,
without a large concentration in any one* Ik deposits are again widespread, but are more numerous, with one midden-type deposit containing
mainly Ik sherds, Iroix deposits are equally widespread and plentiful9
with several midden-type deposits at the extreme north and south edges of
the Universe«

Only a few definite Bznab sherds were found. These are

from two mound groups located near the highest part of the Bobal Ridge.
Of course9 some of this material may be present but not recognisable
because of weathering. No Gaban material was found in this Universe*
As mentioned above, Bobal was considered as a separate universe.
Here four plaza groups were delimited, and two of these were chosen for
testing by use of the random numbers table. A total of six test pits
were dug in these two groups«

In both cases» two test pits were put in

one structure, with a third in the associated plaza. In the extreme south
group at Bobal, Ik sherds came f&w, below a rock level considered to be
the destroyed remnant of the pi asm floor. From the other group tested*,
Ik sherds were found under a floor in back of the mound testedt in two
test pits* Above this floor there was a mixture of Late Classic sherds9
much Ik and Xmix, and

Bgn&b as well. The pla^a test pit produced

comparable materialf with some possible Manlk which would predate the
known conn t met ton*
The second universe on the south strip extends from the edge of thicogQgal bajo at about 5.8 ioa. to an area at about 9 km.t where the mount i
density becomes vary low* The loud rises fairly steeply from the corozal
baj^^ then is fairly level for about 1.2 km* Around the Laguna Verde

Reservoir, bajo conditions prevail* At about 7.2 km. „ the land rises to a
ridge to about 7,4 km*, and then slopes off gradually to about 9 km* Much
of the latter terrain is heavily wooded, well drained land. Mound density
seems to be fairly high in a thin strip along the south edge of the corogal
ba^ou

Beyond here, mound density is very low* with smaller single mounds

and groups. There is an area of slightly more dense settlement along a
slight rise at about 7.3-7*4 km. One unusual feature is a lone, fairly
large pyramid at about 7,9 km. At the far southeast corner of this universe
there Is higher land with mare dense settlement, and larger groups* This
may be associated tilth the nearby site of Havajuelal.
In this area, 34 mound groups were defined, of which 11 were tested*
Two of the groups in the original simple proved to be nonexistentf and so
two more were selected from the random number table. In addition, one platform and associated mound were discovered right at the edge of the corogal,
ba£o* This group was also tested, revealing a large quantity of obsidian
blades, flakes and cores, over 125 pieces In all from one l.S m. sq. pit.
In addition, a core and some more blades were found in a treefall several
maters away. This would suggest that the platform was the location of an
obsidian workshop.

Ilia sherds from the test pit date primarily from Early

Classic tim* with

late Late Classic sherds as well.
Itoiverse 12,, Soutejfcrlg,

-Mainly Ik - 1 group, also has Early Classic *
MKl3LJ^Jkl£SlJSiSiSi£ ~ * groups.
Manik - 5 groups, pure*
Manik - 1 group.

It should be noted that these figurest by themselved^ are misleading*
Tha Ik groupt and two of the four Early and Late Classic groups, are located
right along the south edge of the coronal bajo^ while the other two groups
In the Early and Late Classic category are located on the ridge in the far
southeast part of the universe* Our sample would Indicate that in the
intervening 2*5 Ion* the latest occupation would have been from Early Classic
tii2*es»

fhis may give us a clue as to the nature of occupation of other

areas of the site during Late Classic times, in at least its gross outlines*
One other Interesting feature in this universe was the presence of a Postclassic Caban occupation, This was found at a mound group not far from the
Laguna Verde Hesenroir* Two test pits near chultuns produced many utilitarian-type sherds*
The third universe on the south strip extended from the 9 km. area u£
to the edge of the drop-off to the channel of the south branch of the Holu il
River* The land here is fairly level, with a slight rise just before the
drop* The two small mounds at the exfrrem^ end of the south strip were not
included* The mound density Is again very low, until one reaches the edge
of the Holinul* Here, there is a band of denser occupation, with some larger
groups, and close by, the nucleated site of Navajuelal. This universe
Includes IS mound groups* Of these* six were tested* Two mound groups
turned out to be nonexistent«
Universe, |3 ^ .South .jS.tr.iR.
k*** LatoJSlaggic - 1 group, also Early Classic*
Early and Late Classic - 2 groups, 1 fairly undiagnostic other has both*
Manik - 3 groups, few Ictentiftable sherds*

AIL the Laee Classic material eimiis from the narrow strip along the
Holmul River channel, willla two of the Hanik groups were located away from
the channel• Thus there seems to have been a purely Early Classic occupation of the area from 6.2 km, to the very lip of the Holmul channel, with
the exception of the ridge on which Navajuelal Is located* This also Is
very close to the Holrnul.
After the third universe was tested, we decided that it would be best:
to test all areas of the strip including that area closest to Central Tlkal*
This would also give us more comparative material, since many of the peripheral areas of Tikal had not bean tested* Consequently a fourth universe
was defined, which runs from the edge of the 16 sq* km, fikal Map to the
edge of a low bj|igo area at about 2,8 km* from the site center. There is
a gap of about 600 meters between the south end of Universe 14 and the
north end of Universe il«

In this universe, 22 mound groups are located,

with 7 groups selected for excavation. Only 6 of these were tested this
season, since one of the mound groups had been tested before on two separate
occasions. Againf one mound group could not be located, so another was
substituted for it. It is also quite possible that one of the groups
tested was not the one chosen. This was as a result of errors on the map
and poor discovery technique. However, the two groups are in the same
general area, so the errors may be minimal.
Universe 14aj South.. Strip
Mainly late jyatji. ^Classic «' 2 groups, 1 Imix midden«
JEarl%n_andJLat&„Class,!c, - 3 groups, including Preciasslc,
Mainly BarIx,.01assic - 1 group.

la addition to the above, the group tested previously bad Early mid
Late Classic sherds, and, we believe, a thin scattering of Caban on the
surface as well. The material from the ridge at the northwest corner of
the universe (this la the test pit which may have been mislocated) indicated
a long occupation, with a fair amount of later Late Classic, also much Early
and some Preclasslc (including one piece of Hare Orange~Xzec)• Most of the
rest of the groups are on slight rises about 2.3 km* out and give evidence
of some Early Classic occupation, and a fairly heavy later Late Classic
occupation*

From this area came one large and ona medium sized Imix midden.

The only pure Early Classic group was on a small rise about 400 meters
farther south—a rather small and ill-defined group—as are so many pure
Early Classic groups•
It was at this time that the additional two groups were added to the
sample from the first universe* These are summarized in the section on
that universe* However, it should be added that at one of these test pits,
there are Indications of another specialized llthlc working area. This
group was about 4*1 kid* out, not far from Bobal* The test pit produced
much mediuungrade flint, most of it in the form of large crude chunks*
In addition, some finer flakes and smaller chips were found in lesser
amounts* The fllxtt is of the type considered by some to occur in the Tikal
area, being of a fairly poor quality* In addition, more flint chips and
crude chunks were found in a nearby ureefall*

It also should be noted that

numerous flint flakes and crude chunks were found in a group test pitted
less than 75 meters away* Xhuo a primary flint working area of the site
may be indicated* Of course, this vK»uld have to be confirmed by further
testing* From the former operation, a pile of crude flint chunks over

1 K^ter la diameter and 50 cm* high was produced from QUO, 1.5 meter sq. tent
pit. The dating on both these groups is Late Classic, with later Late
Classic at the teat pit that produced the crude flint.
Kortti strip. Once the south strip test pits had been completed, work
began immediately on the north strip. As noted beforey all test pits on the
north strip were made 1.5 meters square to insure better comparability of
samples* Since little excavation had been done in the northern part of Xlkal,
the first universe on the north strip was begun about 1.6 km0 from the site
center* This universe continued out to about 4.6 km. In this case, the
dividing point was a cultural9 rather than natural feature, the Tikal earthwork. All mound groups to the south of this were Included in Universe fl,
aa were the 2 groups, cine large the other smaller, just north of and possibly
associated with the earthwork.

The land rises and falls gently here, with

a stream bed cutting across the strip from 1*6 to 2.5 km. There is another
fairly steep ravine from 3*9-4.1 kou as wall* The occupation in quite
dense in the part of the strip closest to Tikal with many fairly large
groups* The density, overall sisse, and complexity of the groups drops
gradually as one goes northward. About 3.6 km, from the site center, the
density and size of groups dropped off greatly, with some smaller groups
clustered on a ridge at about 4*2 km and closer to the edge of the earthwork. Within this area are 74 monad groups, and 25 of these were chosen
to be sampled* Two mound groups could not be located, so two more were
chosen from the riiadom number table. In addition, several large groups,
which were not chosen in the random sample, were also tested, In order to
get a fuller picture of the occupation of these larger groups for the whole
north strip. One of these was on tap of a ridge at 3*5 km., shown on the

map (erroneously) as a large 4-stairway pyramid* the other being the large
group at 4.6 km** just to the north of the earthwork*
Universe II »r Horth Strip
kate Late Classic (Imix and/or Esnab) - Predominates at 6 groups,
Ik - Predominates at 3 groups.
General Late Classic - Predominates at 5 groups<»
tojcl^aadj^e^lassic - Equally predominant at 6 groups0
Manlk - Predominates at S groups, 3 with Cauac also.
Eamab - Present In 3 groups, possibly a few tidore.
There Is evidence for a great time depth in the groups from 1.6 to 3*5
km., especially on the higher ridgesa

In this area there are only a few

Preclassic sherds9 most in groups in higher areas. The exception to this
is on the quite high ridge at 3.5 km. Here, Cauac sherds were also found
on top of a ridge at 4*2 km. In addition, one of the extra test pits in
front of the large structure at 3.5 km. under a plasm floor was filled with
large quantities of Cauac sherds Indicating a large Cauac occupation in
the area. Manlk sherds w^ra found in almost all of the test pits in
Universe #1, but not in great quantities in most. These were found, usually,
in the lower levels of pits, with a few shards scattered in higher lots.
In the area from 3.5 km. to about 100 meters from the earthwork, all groups
tested appear to date to Early Classic, or even earlier times.

These,

again, are all located on top of, or near the top of, a fairly high ridgea
Three groups were tasted in thin ares*
During Late Classic times9 occupation was denser and more widespread.
Much Late Classic material was produced in the area from 1.6-3.5 km. Host

of the groups have occupation, and/at construction, dating to this period,
with the exception of a few of the smaller groups. In many of the groups,
fairly good stratigraphy is present, with later materials predominating In
the upper lots, Ik sherds predominating in the lower lots, and Manik sherds
predominating in the basal levels in a fen test pits. In a fen cases th&re
are E^nab-looking materials in the uppar lots. The definite E^nab materials
are scattered over HKoat of the universe, and are very scarce in comparison
to Imix and Ik deposits. Late Classic materials, as well as Early Classic,
are found cloae to and on the far side of the earthwork* The one test pit
from this universe on the north side produced predominantly late Late Classic;
sherds. In addition, the test pit in the large group directly to the north
of the earthwork produced a long sequence, with predominantly Ik in the
middle levels, and finally XkHMUmik (with some possible Preclasslc) in the
lowest levels*
In addition to the ceramic material, one burial came from this random
tasting of Universe II. This was found in a pit in bedrock under or near
the corner of a large structure. It was covered with blocks of limestone
and was lying on its side in a aesai^flexed position. No objects were
found in association with it,, It was sealad under a floor, and probably
dated to Late Early Classic or early Ik times• It may have been associated
with the construction of the wmml. In regard to lithlc materials, much
crude lithic debris and chunks wesra found in and under floors in one test:
pit about 1.7 km* out*

In addition, quite a bit of obsidian (blades only)

was found in a test pit on top of tha ridge at 3*5 km. The test pit next:
to a small mound Just to tha east of this s&rne ridge produced a very lar&e
quantity of flint drills and flatfciufc flakes, indicative of another

functionally specific lithic working area. Mare drills were found in this
test pit than in all the other operations of the project combined. In
addition, large quantities of tiny flakes were found* The aforementioned
extra test pit in front of the largest structure on top of this ridge cut
through a part of the wall of the structure, indicating an Early Classic
construction date*

It sat on a floor, under which only Preclassic sherds

were found, indicating possible earlier construction mt the same location*
Under this floor* a large, nultichaubered Preclassic chultun was partially
excavated* One entrance (possibly secondary), one large chamber, and part
of another entrance ware cleared* The secondary entrance (large and
rectangular) was filled with huge quantities of sherds, worked and unworked
flint (mainly the latter), and limestone chunks * Fewer sherds were found
in the other parts of the chultun, but still in large quantities, all
being in very good condition* In addition, animal bones, pigment, and
lumps of clay were also found* The quantity of lithic material Indicates
that a flint working area may have been located in the vicinity in Preclassic
times• Pollen sampler were taken from the definable strata within the
chultun. The filling of the chultun was obviously intentional, with a
midden or middens being scraped in to fill the chambers. From all indications, there was a 1 kou area just to the south of the earthwork which was
unoccupied in Late Classic times.
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The second universe on the north strip extended from the north bank
of the Tlkal earthwork to about 9*3 km. The dividing point here was a
large escoba j>ajo> devoid of mounds8 which extends from 9«3-10.8 krn*

The.

mound density in this universe is vary low indeed, with a scattering of
small groups, and a larger cluster <g¥ery 1 to 1-j km. There may be several

;

reasons for this low density. Beyond the earthwork, the laud slopes gently
downward for about: 1 km* This area has a fairly sparse population of
remade, with one larger group which includes a large temple, several plasms,
and several large range-type structure® at 5.3 km. At about 5*6 km., the
strip starts to follow the bed of a seasonal stream, lined with escoba-type
bajo* This stream bed wanders back and forth down the center line of the
naap till it wanders off at about 10*2 km* Thus much of this area would
hardly have been favorable for human occupation* However, even on the
sloping hillsides and ridges to the east and west of the stream, with oftan
quite favorable land, there is very sparse evidence for occupation* The
larger groups are found at 5*3 km., 6.9 km., 8.15 km., and 9.2 km.
This universe includes 38 groups, 13 of which were tested. One mound
group was so unusual that it was put in a separate universe and tested.
This is the large mound group with vary long, fairly low mounds at about
6.9 km. In addition, to complete the testing of large mound groups, a
test pit was put in by the large mound group at $.3 km. One group could
not be located, so another one was chosen from the random sample. Several
middens, or midden-like deposits, were found in this universe associated
with medium to large groups.
Univ@ri.a....|2^ jo^thjitriR.
I***6 MlS.,fiifiSli£ "- Predominates at 3 groups, 2 with Ik also.
Ik - Predominates in 2 groups, i midden, both with some Manik*
General,.LafeB .Classic **> Predominates at 4 groups, 1 midden having both
Ik and Imix, 2 questionable-"-few identifiable sherds0
Early ^and Late .Clasgtc. - Both In about equal amounts in 3 groups, otia
of which appears to be of Ea;-,ly Classic construction.

Hjnik ~ Predominates at 2 groups*
Essnab ~ Definite at one group, probable at another.
Apparently9 there are no traces of Preclassic in this universe* Possibly,
this is because there are no extensive high ridges on which Preclasslc settlemeats usually are found within the confines of the mapped area* Again, as
in the other universes* Maitik material is fairly widely but thinly scattered
around the universe* Host test pita have at least a few such sherds* Again
the pure Hanik groups are on higher terrain, with one located on the slope
which runs down from the earthwork about 5 km* out* The other is on top of
a smatl 1 ridge on an exfcentlve platform* Neither of these groups is very large*
There is more ^tensive Hanik material from two test pits on the ridge at
9*2-9*3 km., indicating an Early Classic occupation.

In addition* It is

probable that one of the platforms here is of Early Classic construction.
For Late Classic timns8 material is more plentiful and extensive* Only two
of the groups tested lack such deposits* Late Classic materials came from
both large and small groups» both on the higher ridges and in semiHbajo^type
areas. Several midden-like deposits ware located9 one about 5*1 km. out in
a small group.and another by a large group at 6.8 km* had primarily Iwix
deposits* The othar, in the vary large group at 8.15 km*, had mainly Ik
shards, with some Uanik. In addition, a burial was found toward the bottom
of the test pit*

This was a tightly flexed elderly female, with an Ik rlig

sherd la possible association*. Material from fill below the burial indicated
a possible late Early Classic data fe,r construction. This large group
includes several temple**type mounds0 so this group may be the equivalent *»f
small nucleated sites* A smaller group nearby produced large quantities of

both Ik and later sherds in a midden deposit*

The mound clusters around the

9 teu mark also hava quite a bit of late Late Classic; shards as well*
Definite Bmab sherds cams from only one group* a small group at about 6 km. f
with s0wi probable Late Classic from a larger group at 5*3 km.
The third and last universe on the north strip extends from the first
mounds to the north of the large eseoba baJSL (** 1Q»?S km.) to the end of
the norfct* strip*

All but two of the maund groups are concentrated from 10.2

km. on* with all but one of these on the east side of the strip*

This.is

foeeatiua there in a fairly high ridg* on the latter aide, while on the west
side the terrain

onee more drops d^wn into escsoba ba|o>

Mound density on

this ridge almost approximates Central Tikal density, with several larg€
groups and platforms* Including one very largn platform with two temples
and range-type structures on the very top of the ridgn*

In all, there are

26 mounds in this universe. Of theme, nine were tested. In addition, the
large hilltop platform group also was tasted. It should be noted that this
area of the strip is not far from the important site of Jimbal*
mldden~*type depo*It* were found*

Again, good

In addition, more mounds of a large

ecNBuplex were legated and umpp&d pmt to the east of the large hilltop
group*

One group at the e^tr^me ncmth of-the universe eould not ba located,

no another group was ehosen.

Ssiss^^
Late LgytejUagaic - -Predominates at I group (deep deposit), also have
Ik and Mrnik deeper in small amounts*

IJk - Predominates at 2 groups*
^KMM^J^^§JS^MWA& ~* Predomlniitei at 5 groupsf usually appears in
about eqtml amounts*
Ejirjg_Jjgid^La.te_^CljgsIc - About: ^qual at I group*

Despite the apparently dense occupation, th«?,re is little evidence for
mt even moderate Early Classic occupation*

Xhe Manik shards in test pits

ure few indeed, even in the ¥ary small mund test which produced both
Early and Late Clastic* This agrens well with the view that the site of
Jinfoal, with its late stelae, attained importance relatively late as eottpaired to Tikal proper. If so, expansion of population in the-area would
not h&ve oeeitrred until late, as our evidence in fact indicated* Ik and
Xpribc material appear in about the same amount, with the major occupation
and probable construction of many of the mound groups in this period.
Essnab shards were definitely found at one group, and probably in one or two
p&0re§ bint not in any grant quantities,, If there was major Eznab occupation
at Jiisbal (also questionable on the basin of other evidence), ther&. is
certainly little evidence of it in this nearby area* On® extra test pit
vas placed on the large platform OB the hilltop,, This indicated a late
I*ate Classic construction and/or occupation date for the complex. IMa
agtreea with HE architectural dating on the two temples on the platform,
which are aliaofit certainly Xtaix. The shard® from this universe, in at
Iciest soiiR-'St characteristics, seemed to be distinguishable from Central Tikal
material, especially certain f*oddf' forms. However, this is still conjeetvjiral. Ha Fine Orange sherds were found in this unlvnrsef though maofiy have
b@@n found at Jtebal*
Aftar completion of the north strip random sampling, scmie more testing
was done at the near ^>nd of the north strip. Test pits in several large,
rather irregular Rounds, centered on defining the nature and period of
construction of these mowKidSo

Other testn ware carried out to increase

mi* sample from the northern part of Tikal proper* F0r the former problem,

tiro test pits, 1,5 sn« sq,, were pat la the sides of two large rounds. Although
fen sherds were found within the fill of these structures, an Ik date for construction was indicated* Hear the bottom of these test pits* plaster floors
were encountered, preceding the construction of at least the outer part of

,

the fi&ound. Only Manik sherds (but very few) were found under these floors,
No masonry or other construction was encountered. It is possible that these
are mounds at which construction had been terminated before completion, with
consequent slumping and quick erosion of the fill, creating the more diffuse
Bounds, Of course, this is only a supposition. In addition, three other
quite large groups in the eaine general area were tested. Most of the test
pits produced fairly large amounts of Ik and Imix sherds. One test pit cut
through several platform floors, suggesting an Early Classic construction for
some of the group• In addition, a burial was found in one midden. Once more
it was the skeleton of a toothless, probably aged female. There were no
objects in association with this burial, but the sherds surrounding the bones
suggest an Ik date for the burial (Burial 208),
A collection of sherds was made along the new Tikal~Uaxactun road where
the bulldozer had cut through part of a structure and a large platform. Many
sherds were collected, the majority being of Ik date, but also some probably
Irnix and Manik as well. Although excavation had been planned in the strip
along the North Bark boundary and from the Uciaxactun strip, time and lack
of an adequate water supply prevented any such sampling. However, one group
of sherds was collected from a tree-fall within a mapped group» The sherds
were mainly Preclassie, including Ghuan, with some possible Manik.

EXCAVATIONS ON THE SOUTH RADIAL STRIP

Various intensive excavations were undertaken in a number of ruins in
order to secure more detailed architectural information than was possible
from the ceramic test program. These excavations, aside from those in small
nucleated sites (see below), were confined to the south radial strip whore
the following small structures were excavated:
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.
Str.

SE-211
SE-212
SE-213
8E-373
SE-452
SE-382
SE-393
SE-394
SE-4G9 (reported in the section on Navahuelal)
SE-410 (reported in the section cm Navahuelal)
SW-1S7
SW-158
SW-159
SW-332

Two chultuns were excavated, one near the center of the platform on
which are situated Strs. SE-382 and SW-157, the other a few meters SW of
Str. SE-373. The embankments of Laguna Verde Reservoir were also investigated.
£££&* SE-211t _212f and 213. These three structures are located in a
group on three sides of a plas&a a little more than 2 kilometers from the
center of Tikal, but still within the region of relatively high mound density.
Prior to excavations, the group was tested as part of Universe 4. Trenches
through and around all three structures indicated construction at a time when
ceramics of the Irnix complex were la vogue. A few Ik sherds may have been
brought in from nearby, or there may have been some earlier construction
which was destroyed in the course of later renovation. Generally, this Information supports the prior inferences made on the basis of data from the test
pits.

Hidden-type materials were found in back of the two larger structures,
and several possible reconstructable jars were found,, apparently in situ
where they had been broken* This strongly suggests a residential function
for the structuresa Architecturally, the structures are comparable to Late
Classic houses known from central Tlkal. The sherd material, though relatively poorly preserved, could not be distinguished from central Tikal
material.
Stria• 8E-373 and 452» These two structures, located less than 1 kilometer
south of the Laguna Verse Reservoir, are situated on the south and east sides
of a small plasa* Nearby are two chultuns, one of which was excavated* The
entire surface of both mounds was cleared, and trenches to bedrock revealed
details of construction.
Str, SE-373 is the larger of the two structures. It is a square, twolevel, platform, with walls partially of well-cut masonry blocks, and partially
of large, unshaped stones* A posthole Indicated that a building of perishable materials stood on the platform* There Is no reason to suspect that it
did not function as a house«
Str. SE-452 was a small structure 2 ou north-south, and 4 m* east-west.
No trace of this structure was visible prior to clearing the area* Originally
the structure consisted of a small room with low masonry base-walls and a
plaster floor. Later» it was converted to a two-level platform. At the time
of this conversion» a hole was dug through the original base surface a few
centimeters into bedrock, and a large, plastered masonry block was buried in
it* This, and the small size of the structure, suggest that it was not lived
in*

Both structures* were built and used in Early Classic tines9 and no Lafce
Classic sherds were found • A good quantity of Caban ceramic material was
found in the top humus layer, indicating JUite reoecupatlon of th£ locus*
In addition to these excavations, a test was made to discover if other
structures were part of this group, but none was found*

Xhu chultun west of

the larger structure was dug, and the few Mandk sherds which it contained
probably had washed in after abandonment, The chultun was of a common typs
which consists of a small ante-chamber with a larger lateral chamber*
sill between the two chambers was almost completely worn down*

A

This would

hove permitted water to run into the inner chamber, and perhaps this was the
reason for abandonment of the chultun•
Strs. j»icl!l?, fiBi .?Sti§Z.»
meters south*

These two structures are located at 7*3 kilo-

Their arrangement is unusual by Tikal standards, in that they

are located on two corners of a small supporting platform (northeast and
southwest), rather than on the sides* The walls of the supporting platform
were partially of roughly shaped stones and partially of unshaped stones.
These retained a fill of limestone chunks and earth, Str. SW-157, a twolevel platform, was similarly constructed, Str, SE-382 apparently was of a
single level. Both structures are about 6 m, square and »2Q~*30 tau in height.
The structures and platform were built and used in Early Classic times* A
multi-chambered chultun, with an unusual rectangular orifice, was discovered
b«meath the platform*
Cultural material was not at all abundant here. Most of it wae discovered
around the bases of walls, and is suggestive of miscellaneous household debris,
The sherds seem to have coarser paste,, with larger calcite particles, than
r-omtemporary sherds at Tikal, Moreover, forms which were often painted at

Tikal appear to tmve been unpainted here*

These suppositions must,, however,

be checked*
jStr* SW^158. this structure* which stands by itself a short distance
southwest of the group described above* was a nearly-square platform. It,
too, was built and need in Early Classic ttees* Associated cultural material
was like that from the nearby group*
JttlS.* Hfcl5£ and SW^332»

These two structures are located together a

short distance south of Str, SW-158. Again, the two structures were located
cm the corners, rather than the sides* of the low supporting platform* As
originally mapped* this appeared to be a single, slaeeable square structure.
It was only in the course of excavation that the true nature of this group
was revealed„
The west structure was built in Early Classic timeso

Later on (still In

Early Classic times)* the level of this platform was raised* and the east
structure (like the west one* a square* one-leva! platform) was built. The
fill of both consisted In large part of limestone chunks, but considerable
cultural material* probably from the initial occupation of the west structure*
was found In the later fill. At the same time that the east structure was
built* the large pla$a area between mid south of the structures was also constructed. Later occupation trash, never abundant* was found around the structures*

This was similar in nature to that from the nearby groups. The group

wis abandoned by !.<&t& Classic times.
j§*rs. SW:'J93 and 81^94*
meters south.

These two structures are located at 8,2 kilo-

The situation is different from those described above* for

they were built OB the sides of a pla&a«

Construetlon and use, however* were

In Early Classic tim*»s* but there was a fair aniaunt of Eb* T%ec* and Cauac
and/or Chuen sherd material in contract to the situation in the other grottps*

Several cs>£ these vessel forms ate unusual when co&pared to contemporary
Tlkal material. None of the preelasslc material could be linked to any
constraction*
SygBSSEL*

In sum, these e&c&v&tions teveal certain peculiarities when

judged in terms of data for small structures at Tlkalo

Placement of struc-

tures on the corners of plazas, as noted, is unusual* Although square-shaped
houses were sometimes built mt Tlkal, they were not common. Construction on
the whole sseemo to have been a good deal cruder.

Sequence tends to be minimal,

which implies more shifting around of residence than at Tlkal. Perhaps this
Is what one might aspect if this was' an area devoted to shifting, swlddett
Agriculture. Fills comprised of limestone chunks do occur at Tikal, but not
with the frequency seen here.

Bedrock, whete exposed, does not show the

extensive quarrying so typical at Tikal. Obviously, there was less large
scale construction in this region.

Ceramic material, as noted, appears to

have been of poorer quality. Finally, the abundant charcoal which was found
in the excavation of Stirs* SW-159 and 332 may be mentioned. Such deposits
axe rare around Tikal houses. One might speculate that such deposits would
be cowsop in milpa areas, and so would be included in the fill of structures
in the area.
Hidden JSJ&IM£lM5S£*

ln order to check the possibility that pole and

thatch houses without foundation platfoicffis may have been built in areas devoid
of ruin wounds, an area on the south strip was tested between Laguna Verde
Reservoir and Str* SW-157* A new technique was developed for this, which
would seam to have possibilities* First, postholes were dwg at the intersection of the lines of a 5 nu grid. These went' to bedrock In tnost cases
(,95?). Sh'srd cmmts were taken, from c?ach hole, and all those holes which

produced sherds were checked by digging four more holes around the original.
These "checkholes" ware located on the corners of a 5 rn« square centered on
the original hole. All sherd counts were entered on a map of the area.
there was no indication from this that any houses were missed by the original
survey* That there is probable validity for this conclusion is indicated by
the fact that the postholes around Str. SH-157 did produce a recognisable
pattern, even though sherds were not at all plentiful around this mound*
Lacuna Verde Reservoir. Three test pits were sunk into the south embankment of this reservoirt one each on the Inside edge, the center, and the outside edge* All three were excavated to a depth of one meter. The evidence
suggests two stages of construction. The earliest id undatedt but one might
speculate on the basis of the location of nearby Early Classic houses that
this took place in Early Classic times. The later stage was probably a
dredging operation which seems to have taken place in Late Classic times.
The differences in the coloration of the fills suggests that the lowest
clay deposit encountered in the center pit represents the original excavation
of the reservoir.

The darker deposits above are more suggestive of silt and

decomposed vegetation which had accumulated in the bottom of the reservoir
which was sometime later dredged out aed piled up in the already existing
embankments* This may well represent more than one dredging, for in Uaxactun*
serious dredging of the reservoir takes place every few years.
A gray lens between the deposits probably is an occupation level, which
may have been a purposely laid deposit of some type of mescla or also quite
possibly an unintentional accumulation of same kind caused by constant walking
011 thd embankment.

INVESTIGATION OF SMALL NUCLEATED SITES

In order to learn the nature of the small9 nucleated sites which are
found in the area beyond Tikal, and to explore the relationship of such
sites to Tikal, excavations were undertaken at Navahuelal, Uolantun, Jimbal,
and a small site on the eastern periphery of Tikal• In addition, architectural data were gathered at Avila, La Balansa9 Bobal, El D*scansoy and
Manculola*
Navahuelal• This site was chosen for intensive excavation because it
was supposed that greater distance from Tikal might be correlated with greater
cultural difference from Tikal* The map of the south radial strip showed a
gradual decline of structure density from central Tikal to about seven kilometers. A wall-moat complex has since been found between Tikal and
Navajuelal, thus emphasizing even more the physical separateness of the two
sites* Navajuelal is located in the second area of structure concentrationf
which suggests that the site was near, but supposedly outside, the limits
of Tikal, although within an area of population concentration away from
Tikal,
Navajuelal is approximately 9.5 kilometers south of the center of Tikal
and approximately 1*0 kilometers north of the south branch of the Uolmul
River. It is on a rise of ground approximately 250 meters above sea level
and 40 meters above the height of the south branch of the Uolmul, The site
consists of three raised platforms with a total of approximately 30 structures upon than*

Six structures were excavated, four on the central platform

and two on the north platform* These two groups were mapped with alidade and
plane table* In addition, tests were made on all three platforms* The area

surrounding the site was also Investigated, particularly in regard to its
present-day agricultural potential*
Excavation and testing operations produced cultural material datable
to late Early Classic times. Although some Cauac or Chuen ceramic material
was recovered, 00 evidence of earlier building activity was found*

Construc-

tion continued at a tine whan Ik arid probably Imlx ceramics were in vogue.
Surface and near-surface levels on both the central and north groups yielded
Imlx and/or Bznab sherds, along with tools and chipping debris. However*
since there is no evidence of construction when Eamab pottery was in voguef
the latest sherds and llthlc material probably represent temporary occupation
of the site.
Xh<s central group platform was of two levels, Tuo structures on each
level were excavated. One of the structures-on each level was built in late
Early Classic times (Sfi-423 and 430) and the other (SE-428 and 433) in Late
Classic times*
Structure SE-423 was a range-type building at the northeast Conner of
the upper level of the central platform*

Before excavation, it and the

adjacent Str* SE-422 appeared fco b^ quite similar*

Both faced south toward

a ptaaa-llke open spa.ee* Daly one of the two was excavated*

However, a

trench between the two buildings showed a definite architectural similarity
between the two,
Excavation of Str. SE-423 revealed the following occupation/building
seqwmca (the words in parentheses after aaeh number Indicate the pottery In
vogue when the construction probably w$& built): (1) (late Hanik) A black dirt
layer was placed over bedrock*

(2) (late Mattlk) A fine and wall***ttad* floor

waa laic! at leafst in the are<ti of the structure and east of It* There was no

(W&denes of us# o£ this f3.«joar»

(3) (late Mattik) A platform with a Ball-

made floor was built <*vo»r the floor of (2) * Fill was of ntggcla with thin
layers of stoR.ss* At the. satae time a "porch81 was built in front of th«
platform, but at £h& lawer l&vel. This platform was used without walls for
a certain length ef time; burned @poto vera found OB the floor benenth the
later walls*

(4) (late Manlk) Four building walls were placed around the

platform extremities* but not tm the porch. Interior walls divided the
enclosed space Into four rooms*

A bench was built la the west room*

iroof was probably vaulted. The building was then used*

The

(5) (late Manik to

very early Ik) At least two more "benches11 ware built, these in the two
cfcwter rooms*

The floor of the east and center rooms Has chopped up and

another floor laid* The door between the rear center room and the west room
W3& sealed*

(6) Ct^te Ifenik to vety early Ik) Also, at this time, or at

the time of th« initial Qosistrwction of the platform, the area outside the
northeast corner of t.h© structure wan built up to approximately 20 centimeters
below the level of th<» platform top BBC! cwered with a floor. This, thmn,
W^B an on^nide talking and/or working area*

(?) After a period of use, the,

building ffcll.
Structure SE-428 is 0n the. southern side of the upper platform^ and
f.-nces nor§:h ecros$ the pla^a-like space to^^rd Stra* SK-A23 and 422*

Before

excavation it was thought that it wight hai?e been a domestic structure on
f»^c<DUBt of itn appBaicoaee as a lov wound, uulik«* the generally pyramidal
higher motmdc nea^ it^ One of the, qveetons ask^d about Nmmjuelal was wh?ith^if
th,ere might hair© b-sc?.n J?©TM kind of resident population*

Therefore, it van

decided to ^Kc^rate Stic. KE-*428+

However, it did not nhcM any indicatlont of

having benn a domestic fxtru^twrc*

M^r wae there evidence that the platform

had supported any kind of building9 or even a floor*

Rather9 it was a ttgsjy.*

platform with an upright wall on the south &ide and sloping walls of unshaped
stones on the north and west sides*

these unshaped stones sloped onto the

top of the platform and Joined fch© south wall. The structure was probably
built whfcn Imix pottery was in vogue*
fheice was not positive evidence for use of this platform*

Because of the

lack of any formal floor or building upon itt it appears to have been either
(1) an unfinished structure, or (2) a platform for the performance of activities which did not require any sort of building* or (3) a very wide wall
emphasising the separation of the upper level ftorn the lower level of the
central platform•

None of these explanation^ is very satisfactory*

However,

it should be pointed 011!: that the west and north walls do not appear to have
been finished facing®*

The exterior faces of other retaining walls at

Naivajuelal were plus tared • The walls do, however, appear to have been conatraction faeings designed to retain, the fill before another layer of fill
*fes placed over or adjacent to the first,,
Structure SE-430 is a temple, supported by a pyramidal substructure, on
the east side of the lower level of the central platform* This is the largest
structure dug at Havajuelal, and it was completely excavated. The supporting substructure was tunneled from the center in an attempt to find a tomb,
but none was found*

A trench dug on the south aide exposed the aide ©f the

substructure and two superimposed floors adjacent to it*

Also, the south

half of the front stairs ware exposed and two superimposed floors found*
The sequence of construction for this structure and the east side of the
platform supporting the central grow is:
wns put over bedrock-

(1) (Manik) A layer of black dirt

The black dirt formed the lowest layer of fill both

under the structure and the adjacent supporting platform*

(2) (Manik) A

"construction retaining trail" was built» This wall was not directly under
the later west wall of the substructure or substructure stairsf but was
approximately three meters west of it. (3) (Manik) Layers of gray dirt,
rocks, and mescla were put east of the "construction wall." An Early Classic
dedicatory cache was placed slightly south of a centerllne in front of the
stairway*

(4) (Hanik) A layer of similar gray dirt and stones, but without

meada layers, was put west of the "construction wall." This was west of
the area later to be covered by the structure. (5) (Manik) East of the
"construction wall/1 layers of gray dirt with many large and medium sized
stone and mescla layers were put over the layer of (3). This extended to the
top of the "construction wall."

(6) (Manik) Layers of mescla and building

blocks were laid under the area of the substructure.

(7) (Manik) The "sub-

structure core" was begun with a layer of aescla over (6) and a 2-4 centimeter thick layer of pebbles over that. (8) (Manik) A "construction core" of
shaped stones, layers of medium and small sized rocks and black dirt was
built.

(9) (Manik) A mescla layer was put on top of this "core" and was

extended as a crude floor went to the point of the front staircase.
(10) (Manik) The remainder of the substructure was built in two or three
terraces* The fill consisted of shaped stones and light gray dirt. "Construction stairs" in front of the substructure were probably used for
carrying loads of building material.

(11) (Manik) The stairway was con-

structed on the west side of the structure. (12) (Manik) A floor at the
same level as the "construction floor" mentioned in (9) was extended wast of
the final stairs and around the building. This was also the "plaza" floor.
(13) (Manik) Either before or after the final stairs were built, the temple

was constructed on top of the substructure*

(1.4) (probably Ik) At a later

time a second floor was laid to the base of the second step of the final
stairway, thus covering the lowest step*
The temple was of two rooms9 the back room at a higher level than the
front. The floor of the front room extended at the same level west of that
room for about one meter, where It met the front stairway. The building was
probably vaulted« Of particular interest is the fact that, although the
temple masonry is similar to that used in contemporary Tikal temples, the
building plan itself is similar to one seen in Uaxactun E Group rather than
Tikal*

(15) At some time after the structure had been in use, crude stone

walls sealed off the back room and almost half of the front room* This may
have been contemporaneous with (16), the placement of an Esnab burial, which
was Intruded through the upper floor (see 14) beneath the south portion of
the stairs. This was sealed with stones and a cap of mescla and small stones.
Of interest is the inclusion in this burial, with its Easnab pottery, of a
vessel characteristic of the Ik ceramic complex. This was either looted from
somewhere else, or was an heirloom* Some E$nab sherds were also found around
the foot of the stairway, as were some later sherds from vessels of the Caban
complex* A scroll foot, found halfway up the stairway, fit some of those
from below* Both Esmab and Caban remains indicate sporadic returns to
ftiavahuelal, apparently for ceremonial activity*
Facing the temple from the other side of the platform was Str* SE-433.
The plaza-like space between these two buildings was rather large, approximately 70 K 55 maters»

The lower platform level was quite open in contrast:

to the upper level, which was crowded with both large and small structures*
The final form of Str* SE-433 was the result of three building stages, all

-66probably dated by Ik ceramics: (1) First, a platfortu of squared stones and
light gray dirt was built on the loner level platform surface* A stairway
of three steps, each 40 centimeters wide protruded from the front. This
ascended the structure to a level space between the top step and the front
floor. On top of the structure were two poorly-preserved plaster floors.
The rear floor was raised ca. 20 centimeters above the front one* There was
no evidence of a masonry building associated with these floors. Howeverf
there may have been a pole and thatch building over one or both of them.
(2) At some later time an addition was put on the northeast side of the
structure, extending the end of the structure in that direction. Mo comparable
addition was built on the southeast side. Also* another step was built onto
the front of the stairway. (3) Later, a small addition was built at the
north end of the step mentioned in (2). Little of this addition was left.
It was probably a side-step, facilitating ascent from the north end of the
step.
This was the last structure on the central platform to be excavated* It
was not tunneled for a tomb or dedicatory cache* There was no patch or other
evidence of a cache Intruded through any floor or stair step.
Two adjacent structures of the north group (SE-410 and -409) were
excavated. Before excavation, they appeared as one L~shaped mound, the longer
arm facing east and the shorter one north. The longer structure, SE~410, was
the result of two architectural developments* There was evidence of a third»
probably tiot connected with the structure itself, beneath it. The sequence Is;
(1) (Maiiik) Over bedrock was a 5 to 15 centimeter thick layer of dark gray
dirt with few atones* Tills may have been original humus*

(2) (Manlk) Next

was a layer of dark gray dirt with stones, and lenses of mascla. Retaining

walls* for this were found In the northernmost and westernmost excavations*
Above was a layet of lighter gray dirt, capped by a poorly preserved floor
of small stones and scattered patches of plaster. The upper layer sloped
down on the west aide (rear) of the construction* This possibly represents
an early construction of the platform which supports the north group. The
floor was probably that of the platform.

(3) (probably late Manlk to early

Ik) Next was a layer of tan-gray dirt* retained on the north, east, and
west sides by walls of fairly largef shaped stones. Over tills was a floor
of piaster which was burned in localised spots. This was the first construction of structure SE-410 proper. (4) (probably Ik) After this structure was
used, another construction was built over it. This later one was probably In
two levels, the highest level being on the west (rear) of the structure.
Mo floor corresponding to the retaining walls of this structure survived*
No post holes were found in either floor or in the fill of the latest
construction.

Nor was there any evidence of fallen buildings. There is no

reason to doubt, however, that pole and thatch buildings were built on the
floors.
Btr« SE~409 formed the shorter arm of the L-shaped ruin mound. It was
a two-level platform, probably built at the same time as SE~410~2nd. The
northwest comer of SE-409 almost touched the southeast corner of SE-41Q,
In this spot, and to the south and west, adjacent to these buildings, quite
a few artifacts ware found that may have been for domestic use, e.g., "axes,11
'Wuls," as well as reconstractable pots and figurines. The dirt color and
consistency, as well as the size and condition of the sherds, suggest that
this was a midden«

"Dowe&tic-typa" artifacts were also found on the lower

level floor of Str. SE-4Q9. This structure may have been a "kitchen11

connected with SE-41Q, which may have been lived in. The latter structure
was better constructed than other known houses In the vicinityf and way have
served as living quarters for a person who perhaps specialised in ceremonial
activities at this small center. Most other structures of the north gtoup
appeared from surface Indications to have been of a ceremonial nature.

The

two structures discussed here are the only ones of their kind excavated at
Havajuelal.
It taay be noted that Navahuelal exhibits similarities as well as differences In architecture when compared with Tikal. Ceramic differences between
the two sites do not appear to be great, and seem to be limited to a few
possible differences in form and style of decoration* At this point, more
detailed studies with respect to differences and similarities are being
carried out.
Uolantun. Because Uolantun appears to have been a different sort of
site than Navahuelal9 It, too, was selected for excavation*

Navahuelal, and

several other small nucleated sites which Include Bobal, Chlkin Tikal,
Corosal, El Descanso, El Encanto, and Jlmbal, are all examples of sites where
several major structures are situated on platforms which In many cases are
high and have a fortress-like appearance. These structures Include large
range-type structures, as well as a substantial temple situated on the east
side of the platform. Often, a causeway extends outward from the center of
the site. Normally, there is a concentration of other smaller structures
around the site. By contrast, Uolantun consists of a single large temple on
the east side of a pl&&a, with a stela in front; although there Is a scattering of architecturally disconnected small ruin mounds, this is in no way
inconsistent with what one might expect to find at thla distance from Tikal.
High platforms, causeways, and range-type structures are not in evidence.

Apart from all this Uolantuti appeared to be unusual and different from
the other small nucleated sites on two positive counts: 1) the early data
of Its stela^ 8*18*13*5*11, and 2) its location on the very crest of the
highest hill In the Tlkal area.. By all appearances Uolantun was something
very different which deserved our attention. The array of startling discoveries that emerged a® the excavations proceeded not only substantiated
earlier suspicions about Uolantun*s uniqueness, but at the same time threw a
remarkably clear and unexpected new perspective on the history of Tlkalfs
"sustaining area.11
Uolantun Is located about 5.3 kilometers SE of the center of Tikal on
the top of a long tidge. This? runs roughly northeast-southwest between two
branches of the Helmut River.
the Santa Fa baJcK

At the northeast end* the ridge descends Into

The nearest higher ground Is the El Palmar ridge, 14

kilometers to the northwest. The sites of Bobal and Corosal are on the same
ridge as Uolantun, though located on much lower spurs.

Even Navajuelal lies

at its base, beside the south branch of the Holmul River.
The temple and surrounding small structures had been pace mapped by
Puleston in 1965, Informal explorations further up and down the ridge
revealed more small mounds9 as well as several large groups which include
temples and other large structures*

Isolated temples and/or stelae as at

Uolantun were mot found*
Ceramic material from the temple excavations produced & long sequence
which included Eh» Tzec, Chuen (?)* Cauac, Cauac-Clml, Manik, Ik, Imix9
E&nab, and Caban. Test pits beside 1.0 of the smaller mound, groups revealed
two possible, occurrences of Preclasslc*
pit,

Mnnik material was found in every

Ik occurred .in less than half the pits, but more than half produced

late Inlx~B£nab ceramics in substantial quantities*

Architectural and ceramic data seemed to indicate an uninterrupted
sequence of construction and occupation frost Pr&classlc time right up to
the transition between Early and Late Classic times* At some point in this
sequence, the stela was probably erected In its original form, presumably
with au altar which has since disappeared. At some later date, possibly
during the late Imlx-Eznab, occupation (and presumably after the loss of
original altar) the stela was probably reset, at which time the top was cut
off to make a new altar.
Though major construction appears to have ceased with the advent of
full Late Classic times, evidence from the test pits and excavations around
the base of the temple indicates that occupation continued. Host of the
occupation material recovered, censers and pots from the floor of the temple
room, seems to be late Itaix-Eznab. If the temple was used during Ik and
Imlx times, it was probably cleaned up periodically* To some degree this Is
born out by the discovery of Ik and Imlx material in a midden-type situation
at th$ base of the south side of the temple, although later material still
predominates*

It is suggested that a new height of ceremonial activity was

reached in the temple in late Jmlac-Eznab times »

This activity apparently

continued at diminished levels into later times, when Caban ceramics were in
vogue*
The following discussion puts forth in somewhat more detail the sequence
of activities at the Uolantun temple In terms of architecture and of excavation data* For convenience, this is done In reverse order of time,
Str. SE~482«-lst-A, This was a fairly large, two-roomed temple, with a
three-terraced substructure. These terraces had side outsets on the north
and south sides«

The front of tha temple also had a large outsat on which

the ccaieiderably narrower stairway was apparently cone true ted*

The terraces

had large rounded corners and were decorated with a sub-apron groove*

The

two rooms of the temple were separated by a step-up at the front of the jamb
between the rooms.*

Heavy burning on the floors of the front and back roowe

(the latter largely collapsed) was mute evidence of many smokey ceremonies«
At the base of the atep-up, on the a^is, several large stones were arranged
as if they had been used as a hearth*

Large carbon samples %/ere taken.

Scattered on the floor of the front room in front of the step-up, on the
Bt&p~i*p, asid on what was presumed to be the floor of the back room, were
great quantities of large vessels and elaborate cen&er fragments*

Those

which apparently had been left in the back rooca were found distributed down
the surface of the back of the temple (PD 191, 193).
In the front room, a hole had been dug into the floor it the base of
the stap-up. Found in this hole wa& a deposit of censer fragments and carbon
which was continuous with the floor deposits (PD 202). A second deposit of
teaser fragments */as intruded into tha floor between the jesabs and then
sealed over with plaster (PD 200).
One enigmatic find (Pi) 192) from the back of the temple consisted of a
ftOfupleta bowl of elyissy manufacture which contained a stone jaguar-humauoid
figure^ with faef; ifoldad beneath as lu late highland style. Since -this find
vaa upright,, €osap>.ste, directly on the surface., and totally different from
anything else found at Uolantun, a post-collapse offering is suggested*

The

possibility that it DBS buried OK placed in the back room of the temple before
collapecip and then somehow survived collapse without: breaking QIC over turnings
cunriot be completely eliminated^
Further evidence of cersttioui&lidm* probably contemporary vith I.ate
Classic or early Post-Classic activities in the teoiplef includes a deposit of

253 obsidian flake-blades and core fragments (PD 195) Beat the top of the
main stairway*

Other evidence of ceremonialism which could not be fixed in

the sequence includes scattered censer fragments and other pottery fragments
on the plaza floor in the vicinity of the stela.
On both the north and #outh sides of the temple5 middens were found at
the base of the lowest terrace. These middens contained Manlk, Manik-Ik
transitionf Ik, aad late IiniK-EEiasb ceramics.
dominate*

The latter appeared to pre-

It is assumed that some of this material was deposited during the

occupation of Stir* SE~482~l8t~B and Str. SE^482-2nd, both of -which were

i
supported by the same substructure as Str. SE**482~lst~A.
Str* SE~482~&8t~B*

The existence of this earlier architectural develop-

ment was realised when it waa discovered that the floor of the front room of
Str. SE-482~l&t~A ran under the building walls*

Though there it* no evidence

to indicate how long Str* SEHfc'92-lst**B might have been occupied, it is noteworthy that the broad platform in front of the doorway would have given it a
superficial reeemblance to the main temple at Navajuelal, Str* SE-430, and
hence temple buildings in Uaxactun £ Croup. Wo changes in the substructure
yere noticed*
Str* SE-482~2nd survived as a reaiB^iit of floor turn-up and the facing
of a step-up behind the Str. SE-482-lst step-up*

The floor of this building*

which apparently uae totally ra^ed later on, was higher than the front room
floor of Str* SE-482-lst-A aad for this reason has not survived except at
Use turn-up*

The walls of Str» S£-482-l8t bear no relationship to this

remnant and are separated by chop liuea. The face of the step-up and the
lura-up pass beneath the final dm^ janb.

It is assumed that the s^&e thiceti~

terraced subutiructare of Str* S£-482-Jst served this building*

Evidence of

occupation of tM,*i s^f*ge for at least Rome period of time was supplied l>:r
the discovery of -m second coat of plaster on the step^wp facing.
Sfcr* SE-482~3td~Aj considerably lower than the later temples described
above, is pexhap& one of fchs most: Interesting In the entire architectural
sequence*

The temple building Itoelf tms nearly squares, and may not have

been vaulted, though the wall» were *90 m« thick*

The interior northeast,

northwest, ami southwest corners of the room were discovered, as well as the
north dcor jamb. The exterior ecmthw&st corner of the building Is also
known, but the possible presence of a front room set-back ftom the wain room
canmjt b*» eliminated without further excavation*

The walls of the building

are preft&irv&d to nt .least the height of 1*60 meters in the northwest interior
C^ITWSK*

Though th« loose fill in the room made work there dangerous, it

appears thmt further excavation might produce the evidence to show whether
o,t not the building Has vaulted*
The substructure consisted of broad, but very low, terraces*

Str*

SK*»482~3?d-'A «?f?.5*xr>.^ to represent the, culmination of a series of three bulky
J^ternl expnvusici!ui lu the form of teicraces*

These additions wer0. apparently

efforts to Hugtnfcnt: tb^ mass «nd dignity of tlie temple, without changing Its
height*

Hhat make® «:his ^o interesting IB that this ultimate in squntneqs

nar. followed diYe^tlj- by the* application of what might be called the "Grant
r

r.t^pj,c» forioulA,*1 '*h*ls'-\\ ^tic^Ks?^ h?.i»ht in the substructure of Str* SR-482-lat

nnd 2nd*

The two tsit.Tac^s* of Str^ SB-482-3rdl-A are. respectively 2,30 tn^^erB

^nd 1,80 rasters t-^lde,. ?^hi,.T,e the vertical distance between them is only ,30
r«v?;ti*reu

Thi5 wppe:-^ bro^^r fc^Kr^^^ is -acta^Xly a building platform,,

Th3 r?tnir-my i-hleh ee?:7^4 RtK, SE-4S2«-3rd w«»s solidly built &s tc^?n of
overlapping hend^T^., Thick plrars^^r -T^^ l^.id c>n the treads*

At the top ^f

the stairway there tm^t haw* been either a broad platfofcm, or an &g yet
undiscovered front: floor, Tha pla&a floor which turno up to the base of
this stairway was .3.0 meters thick and lay on a foundation composed of
bcwlder-sijs^d slabs of very hard Itoestone.
At @omc time during the occupation of Stir* SE*-482**3rd-At Burial 209 wao
intruded through the floor of the known rmmu

Whether this was sealed and

patched with plaster cannot be determined without further excavation*

The

individual in thir* burial appeared to be young 9 and atatuxe was under 1*40
n^.t^rs*

The only otV^r material in the burial was a pile of carbon against

th« east, wall of frhe tomb 9 and a "horee collar" sitailar to some from Uaxactun
(Kidder 1947)*

The floor of the tomb %m?* coveted with a heavy layer of

r^ddiuh duatt. probably from t!m decay of textile wrappings and cinnabar (or
perhaps specular hensitite, as it produced a sparkle) • The walls and floor
<»f the toiftb %?em covered with a gray plaster»

There was some evidence of

intentional painting arownd the plae^etdd rim of the t.omb»

The plastered

w^slle of th^j to^b were h^nvily splnttered with tad paint*

The heat! of the

b<n4y w^?3 oriented to the 5«?pJ:h HB-:i apparently rested on a rough ston& pillow.
Beneath thf?. fln^r of th« ^tr^^et^re^ near ths southwest corner, a swnll
flaring 'vessel ifii^ fc^^jid in f:h$ fill.

Its nsowth was covered with a ehwnk of

litir^aifcon^* bnt iw^hi^t* b^nW*ftp blnckish-bro?m earth %?ae in the pot (0«ch<s ?22) *
Jvr*?af»:wh^ice ne^ir th<?. fico^.t of tb.« d^orr-my, on. the ai^is, a similar vessel imn
fr^wd (Cliche 219) whl^h co*nti»ln^d two string-ray spines 9 three red-painted
r?9Kin€8 shellBji &n3 ^B ^.t?,lc1^^t.f,€le^ fmgwftnt of x?i3od*

A second similAic v^^i?^!

^^^ irivert»?.rt GY^S: ^t^ firc?t. Thir? cndis appaared to be ifitritsi^e,,
Stir* SR-402-2frd-*B v«s bmsicnXLy similar to the succeeding Str. SE-AP23ird-A«

T!m o^f? jwjw difference rr^ !-*^r^ able to discover %ms in the Bubstructur^

terracing*

Str« SB~482~3rd-B lacked the outermost terrace which gave Str*

SE-482-*3icd~A its final and almost incredible breadth• The terrace of this
earlier version .lacked the apron and sub-apron groove found on the later oner
and was equipped with nothing more than the baual moulding*

In comparison

to the walls of the structure, the blocks used in the terrace construction
were large and veil-shaped. Inoida-the fill of the terrace, and apparently
contemporary with construction, a cache (Cache 221) which consisted of a
small flaring bowl (like those of Caches 219 and 222 and PD 199) was found.
It contained nothing*

About a meter west cf this cache, Problematic Deposit

199 was found. This constated of a snail flaring veaael in which were th&
bones of a premature child,
Str* SE-482-4th is somewhat problematic, but a number of good pieces of
evidence support belief in its reality*

We originally conceived of it as

the original Str. SE~482~3rdf but now it appears to have been quite eeparate,
with its own atalvruray* its own building platforta, and terrace* Its building
platform lacked a floor* aad lay suggestively beneath the walls of Str«
SE~482-3rd~A»

Actually there is no connection between its building platform

ar4cl Str* SE~482~3rd~A as the two

separated by the layer of great lime-

stone alaba which fora the sub-floor SMvface of the bulldiag platfonu for
Str. Sfi-482-3rd«

the floor of the building platform was apparently ripped

up to ifeake way for Str* SE~482~3rdt 4«nd pr^amiably an associated building was
totally daaolioh«d. The building platform slopes downwards to a terrace
platform? 1*0 iaateic oir which suwiyea*

The surface is terminated by a chop*

The fill beneath tim iiyirfaee^ h0wa¥ar, appears to be continuous with the
fill behind two eaicvi^ing eotisrses af a terrace facing*

The stairway which can be associated most logically with the etructure
lies directly beneath the stairway of Str. SE-»482-3rd. As with Str. SE-4B23rd, there appeaza to have been a broad platform in front of the atructure,
though oa Str* SE~482~4th the level of the floor within the building wat*
about three steps higher*, i'he two lower of these steps survive and are
separated from the floor of Str. SE-482*-5fch, which is at the same levely by
a chop. The construction of the stairway Is quite different from that of
Str« SK-482-3rd, already described. Blocks» laid as stretchersf are tilted
back slightly mud the treads are plastered.
Evidence for Str. SE-»482~5th survives in a floor, an associated struc*
ture wall, part of a terrace, and fragments of a stairway. The interior
floor9 which is heavily burned, turns up to a moat uausual wall. The wall
(apparently tha south wall of the building) is only »30 meters thick, preserved to a height of *3Q meters* and gu&de up of small, flat, chunks of
limeatcu$ laid paiacake^faBhion one on top of the other* The two facos of
the wall axe foriaad of two separate "walls19 of stones placed end to mid*
Thara is thus no wall fill*

It is intareaKing to note that the moulding at

the basis of th© tmtarior aoirface of the wall is ^bout ,10 me tar lower than
the interior, so an to slimiiiata a el^ar building platform*

The wall and

the e^tericif moulding ware apparently built first, and then the floa^ %*aa
'a'are oir leas poured into £h@ room and plastered.
All that apparently ©unrivess of the teyraces is a fragment of terrace
platform extending; cwit fro«a the outride bat>e of the wall* Tha, bulk of ihe&e
terraces were probably r^i^ved during the' conatmcfcipii of St^r* SE-482-4t:h(t
The one aet of ice'XK'^^c- plafcfoKas fotsim at thi^ poiut in the ^UCtfvatiom* ^re
tentatively linked! with the follc^dng Str» SE-482-6th on the baoie cf chop

listed and fill. It sseetas likely that these cait be taken to have served &a a
ni&dal for the terraces of Str. SE-482-5th*
The stairway9 remarkably similar in construction to the wall, survives
as parts of two treads and tea ri&er&. There is evidence of replasterlug an
what is either a high plasm floor ®% some sort of platform near the base of
the stairway*
One feature between Str. 8E-482~4th mid 5th remains unexplained by this
interpretation*

this is a ro&nant: of a turn-up beneath the plastered plat-

form near the tap of the stairway of Str* SE~482~4th. The turn-up is continuous with the £a«3 of tha bottom cf thr^e steps leading up from the platform into the temple,, The possibility that this ia a construction stage
element, or that the turn-up and associated step are part of the Str. SE-4B25th stairway9 is suggested*

The latter9 however, seesis unlikely on the baaia

of tfa® dissimilarity of the masonry employed.
Str. SEM482-6th survives us a floor9 the terraces previously mentioned,
mid fragUboeits of A stairway. The fl^flor (as noted above) I® chopped off
both at its front and at the side*
fill have vertical £&ce& and

The terraces to which it ia linked by

constructed &£ roughly shapedt small blocks.

In elevation* they have a pattern which presents a slanting seiciep of Jcints.
The lower terrace has a height of «80 taetera liiid is »90 meters wide*

The

second i^rirace iti .44 liaeters high arid .70 taeti&rs wide. Ho evidence of walls
survives.
The stairway which is linked to this floor, mare on the basis of logic
than anything else (a weak fcool in (this &o'£t of thing™"*the stulrway Is sac'dttd
l:a a series ®£ three floating stairyafsg and thus probably can be associated
with the second of the three floating floors)» survives as four ateps with

portions of a sfcalrwall or eoiae sort of off"-eenter stalrblock*

The risers

slope and Increase in height in ait unusual fashion as one asceods the scalrway.

The treads also become narrower a The risers are constructed of small,

flat blocks, laid cm top of each other. The treads are made of thick layers
of uijjscJLa o¥er which a fine layer of plaster %^as placed*
Str* SE~*482-7ft:h ean^iate of a distorted plaster floor, the lowest of
the floating atairways, and a rough side wall which may be a fill retaining
wall that was within the structure*

The floor slumps considerably towards

the center of the mound, and overlies a gray fill which is heavily flecked
with litMu

Beneath this deposit, uhiah is about .40 meters thick, there Is

a fill of very loosely packed, fist-sized limestone rubble* This unstable
fill is probably what; caused tlm floor to slump. This fill is particularly
important, since pure deposits of Eb (possibly Early Tuec) ceramics were
taken from it*

These ceramics included grooved-neck Jars, lneised~lip

plates, strap handles, .tfjgoiMtgs, and other forms typical of the Eb complex.
All thio material vas In ¥ery good eoi^dltion, with little or uo weathering,
The staivway aurvlvea as one t»tep of one riser and parts of two treads*
tine lower tread has two distinct layers* of plaster which can be separated
with a knife blade, which suggests a replasterlag of th^ stairway, presumably
afteic it had been used a%ihile*

T!KI vu& step IB very lowe .20 meters.

Htr* BEM482**8th siir^i^es an a itot'igh mg^el.a floor*

E^idesice of a struc-

tunra la supplied by th*« prea^a^e of wlmt appears to be a poat-hol^ in die
sectiO£4 on the north face of the tumiel. Scwa tt5 mete^a east of this posthole, a gaelis had baea intruded iati# t;he g£Sjjls, (Cache 225)»
21 jade pebbles, two of which had teen worked*

This co&taiu&d

It uaa interesting to note

that the three latest pebbles %iere ^>i- the east, went, and snath slden of
the cache pit. The Jades wre all bu^lcid by a blackish mud abdul; *10 waters

deep*

In the soil above this, but still in the pit, one flint flake was

found. The cache pit was not sealed. Two more post-holes were found about
one meter further east on this "platform.11 The smaller was .14 meters in
diameter and .20 meters deep. The larger hole contained within it a smaller
post-hole shaped plug of mud .12 meters in diameter and .18 meters deep.
Some .14 meters below the above mescla floor there was another mescla
layer which was without post holes (Str. SE~482~9th). It did contain,
however, another cache (Cache 226). This consisted of nine miscellaneous
worked Jade pebbles. As in Cache 22S they were covered by a .14 meter layer
of blackish mud. The heavy meacla layer which was cut through to place the
cache was not patched cwer, though the whole floor had a .16 meter layer of
light mescla over it. The vertical distance between the two aieacla floors
here was .20 meters. Cache 226 was about 1.20 meters southwest of Cache 225.
In approximately 11 cubic meters of earth which were excavated beneath
this floor, only 12 02. of Eb-Tzec sherds were found. The actual figure
is less, since one or two of the lots in this fill were contaminated by
sherds which fcdl with collapse from the ceiling of the tunnel. The fill is
blackish brown and contains numerous chunks of limestone. Bedrock lies
approximately one meter below this lowest mescla floor.
Links between the earlier temple structures and what went on in the
plaza ure difficult to establish, because of the fact that on the axis, the
stairway of Str. SS*~482~3?d cuts into all the stairways below it at its
base. Two caches of jade pebbles (Caches 216 and 217) beneath the bottom
step and plaata floor of Str. 8E~482-3rd may* therefore, be dedicatory to
either this structure, or one of the earlier ones. In view of the way they
are scattered, it might be supposed that they were dedicatory to earlier

structures, but were disturbed by the deep digging activities involved in
the laying of the plaza floor for Str« SE-482-3rd. This amazing floor is
.10 meters thick* and was laid on a foundation composed of large, very hard
limestone slabs* These slabs come down to within .10 meters of the Jade,
and may have been laid specifically to cover the jade, for they discontinue
about halfway over Cache 216*
Further out in the plaza, two floors can be distinguished. The uppermost appears to tie in as a single floor which served both Str* SE~482~lst,
2nd, and 3rd. At the base of the stairway for Str. SE~>482~3rd, a cache of
censer fragments was apparently Intruded into this floor.

Scattered on its

surface west of the stela were numerous fragments of pots and censers. The
lower floor, though it cannot be linked definitely, seems to be a single
floor which served the four earlier structures (Str. SE~482~4th, 5th, 6th9
and 7th). Out on the plaza, about where the stela might have stood if it
had been erected upside down, was found what may be a stela cache (Cache
214). It consisted of nine obsidian flake-blade cores, a "notched11 obsidian
eccentric, a flint "trident11 eccentric, and an inclsed-decorated censer
over which a small plate had been placed upside dcnm. Cache 218 was found
between this cache and the base of the stairway, somewhat south of the aacis.
It included two typical Early Classic flaring-sided bowls placed lip to
lip. Both floors wera penetrated to put in this cache. A scattering of
jade pebbles was also found between Caches 214 and 218.

Peter Harrison tells

us that scattered jade pebble caches are also found as structure caches in
the Central Acropoli© at Tikal*

In conclusion it aay be stated that Uolsntun has proved to be mi
incredibly rich site.

It is especially noteworthy for the following:

1, Tha large collection of apparently late Late Classic censers*
Earlier censers were also found; almost 500 pieces have been cataloged,
another 100 remain to be cataloged.
2. A remarkable sequence of nine auperimposed Mceremonial11 structures,,
including a fascinating change-over to application of the "Great Temple
formula11 from an earlier formula which employed massive, but squat9 lateral
(extensions to create the apparently important "intpiresaivfcneas11 so characteristic of Maya ceremonial architecture.
3*

Evidence for what appear to b# some pf the earliest ceremonial

structures and caches ktmm for ihs southern Maya lowlands, beneath fill
containing Eb and possibly early Tzee ceramics*
4*

Evidence for the possibility that the Maya -made use of, and perhaps

favored, hilltop shrines before the appearance of more conveniently located
"taajor e&retiioniai centered1

Activity at liolantun appears to have been

eclipsed by the rise of Tikal, though a "return** in terms of ceremonial
activity in late Latu Classic tlKes is suggested by the evidence.
Jlabal*

1'his site, located just north of the Tikal National Park, la

of interest on aeccusai of ite ttia late carved monuments*

In addition, It:

is the only nucleated site la the au&a around Xikal which is known to include
4i ball court«

This is located on the north aide of the main pla&a«

The

south end of its central field in op&n to the plaza9 but there is a deline***
ated end field on the north*

Of furthes1 iisteicest, aa apparently round

structure is located north of fchlt>» Several other substantial, structures,
with little standing wasaary visible» are found in the vicinity*

These

apparently Include liirge vaulted rawga-typij structures and large temples*

A causeway leads fco th<a plaza itself* which is larger than the Great
Plaza at Xikal*

CM the east aide of the plaza stands Stela 1 (with its

date of 10.2*10,0.0) with its altar9 IB front of a large temple. Stela 2
(dated 10.3,0.0,0) had fallen fro$a position in front of a structure wast of
the ball court.

Both atelae show certain interesting stylistic resemblances

to the late Stela 11 at Tikal, but in addition have glyphs which are suggestive of Mexican influence*

A number of plain stelae are also located

oa the plaza•
Uhen the aita was discovered in 1965, a test pit was excavated just
north of Stela 1*

In addition, latex molds were made of the carved monuments,

IE 1967, both carded aionuxaents were excavated to look for associated cached
offerings*
searched*

None were found, although che carved altar with Stela 1 was not
A long sequence of occupation la indicated for the site. A few

Cauac or Chuen sh&rd^j wer«s found* along with Manik, Ik9 Imix, and £znab
material*

The Haalk material included one Teotihuacan^atyle slab foot.

l*he

Eznab material included the only real and imitation Fine Orange pottery frosi
the whole sustaiuiug area*

the. types represented were real aud imita-

l:ian Pabellam M0d^led*-carvedf Plain Fine Grange and the decorated Yaltow
Black oa Orange*
Stela 1 *;an associated with a late architectural development of the
&ajor temple OB the east aide of the main plaza*

The visible facing stones

and acme of the decorative moldings of bills temple are similar to those ^een
ia Xikal teiaplaa of liarly and Lata Classic times*
details appear to be unique«

Other architectural

A $&&&& of broken Eznab sherds» censer frag-

ments, and carbon wavi found on thu floor of ttie temple9 a situation which is
very much like that &t Uolfttttun*

Xhera appear to be diffaresicess in vessel

types between the too &iteas however* 'Considerable excavation would be

inquired to produce more information with re&psct to thin tetaple.
Mfell^MjsMS*

Itt a

group of mounds a little aver 4 kilometers east

o4 the Great Pla&a of Tikal, Stela 34 was discovered* As found* it lay on
its back about half way down the back of a mound almost 3 maters high, from
which it had appar&ntly fallen*

The stela is very small9 1«G5 meter** high,

*80 laatairs wide and .31 meters illicit«

The carving Is badly weathered, but

the form of a seated figure can still be wade out*

In the crook of the left

am la a siaak, or trophy head, as on the fasbous Stela 31, No glyphs are
evident, but a litfcle over half of ti.-.e back la as yet un@Kaiuln«sd* A late^
'isold was made of the carved front*
Limited excavations revealed that the mound la the ruin of a flat^topped
"pyramid/1 with no tirmce of a 'Eiae0kiry building on top* A plaster floor was
foua-d,, however^ in which Mare embedded a niiiaber of Marina .shells*

Aeee&n

to the top of the structure w$s probably provided by a single stairway on
the west sldcu

L&xge pieces of a ceconstructable Early Classic cache ¥ea^el

were found, which probably

fru-i a structure cache*

Ho evidence for a

wtela cache wa^ fonmd*
It Is worth Doting that9 choij.^.h this group of mounds cud the stelu fall
within the radi.ua a^f late Classic 'ilhalp it mny well have been oytside this
limit i.a Early Classic timea*

1!hi^ i.jald seem to pat the Stela 34 gr^up v>a

a footing ocbiQwhat eeBipaxabJ.^ to thui of Uolantun*
i!£lii£ ^MUL J!Sl£l££lSll.. !i:ife:!-;i'!'

^ «^tea abG^es architectural observa^'.>U>ai*

wfir^ made aa fcha aiaitdlBg i^i^&ary ••>!• .^fcriicfcuren afc other maall fiiacleMiisd
Bit&»»

As f&E an |,0eaibl.aj,. ^l^ii e;t:laiiAl;€^ anil details of wall coiwtracti^a

wave not^d* At Avila, tha s^all (t-i^^le wuu th*s only structure ncifced :at as^

of tti&&& sites with a standing vault• The visible masonry appears to be
Late Classic. Ihe same dating 10 Indicated for structures with visible
masonry at La Balansa. At Bobal, Str. SE-236 appears to be Late Claualc*
Str. SE-281 at Bobal, a very large range-type structure, la alao Late
Classic. It has a very high substructure, and exhibits top-grade workmanship. In all, this structure is very much like central Tikal range-type
structures.
At El Oescanso, recording way limited to a series of rooms in the eide
of a platform, which appear to be of early construction.

They provided the

only known small stone vault softit facing. A few sherds were collected
which include Cauac or Chuen, Maulk, Ik, and probable E^nab« At Hanculola,
plan data and a partial west wall profile were gathered on Str. NK~252*
This structure appears to tmva been construeted In Late Classic times.

OXBER EXCAVATIONS

Jto§jt £lXiE JfSIKS® *

I*1 ^e process of mapping the east radial strip

a series of ridges suggestive of agricultural terraces were discovered
"250 meters north of a point 6.665fan.enafc of the fikal Great Plassa. The
ridgesf which are on the edge of tintal jbiij[<>» average 20 centimeters frem
trough to crest:, and were constructed predominantly of unworked flint
nodules 5-20 centimeters in diameter*

The possibility of their being formed

by seme natural process appears unlikely*

The lines of the ridges seem to

follow the contours of the gently descending terrain, and are spaced 203
meters apart. Though these terraces cover an area of less than 800 square.
meters, their uniqueness prompted m» attempt to discover nore about them
through excaimtioK!.
A n0tth"8Ottth trench, 4 meters long and 1 mdter wide$ was excavated to
a depth of about; «8Q meters«

The trench crossed two ridges and a trough*

It revealed that the flint nodules* n<mtinue to a depth of at least *80
meters. Unfortunately9 heavy rain prevented further work. Brieflys the
seefcioii revealed a black hviau© lf»y«!r about »10 meters thick9 underlain by
*i ^60 ineter layer of light: brown nwsd. Afc the bottom of the trench there
was a .10 mgter l^yer of reddish broT-m clay between the brown mud and gr^y
clay.
Relatively few sherds were fwr.d, and all were within ,15 meteri? of
the surface. Thene were primarily from vessels of the Manik Complex, vith
p.fMsn^ possible Ik ^s well*
At lea^t thi'a«» possibilities ^K^ suggested by theae data: 1) OKI the
basis of the shalloifpess cif earimicG9 it might be suggested that the tidg**s

were formed In deep9 naturally occurring deposits of flint* and have been
relatively little changed by collapse since their construction. 2) The
ridges were formerly much higher, and have since collapsed considerablyf
which would explain the depth of the flint* This hypothesis implies that
the flint was brought in from elsewhere. 3) The flint was intentionally
laid in deep deposits, because of some special function it may have served
in the use of the terraces (i.e., special drainage effects or aerlatlon of
soil). In this case, the flint may or may not have occurred naturally in
the area.
The northern eartl^wrkg. This feature was discovered in 1966, and is
described elsewhere (Pule&ton and Callender 1967). Early in the 1967 season,
two separate locations on the moat embankment were cleared to look for
evidence of a palisade. Though over 50 square meters were cleared, no such
evidence was discovered.

This might be taken as evidence that a palisade

never existed, but as negative evidence It is weak. It seems quite likely
that erosion of the embankment might have destroyed any evidence of
palisade post-holes, presuming the palisade would have been close to the
lip of the embankment above the moat.
In an attempt to get some idea of the methods and time involved in the
original excavation of the 10 kilometer-long moat, an experiment was conducted in the hard limestone caproek of a nearby quarry with stone tools
(i.e., hafted biface ovate). Pits were dug, each 1 meter square, one with
the stone tool and the other with a steel ad&e. The stone wns very hard,
and the steel tool after 5^ hours of work had accomplished no more than the
stone tool. It must be netted that the atmosphere of competition was a
strong stimulus to the man with the stone tool. In both cases, a pit

approximately 22 centimeter* deep uaa excavated* On this basis we might
estimate a total of 25 tiau hours to remove a cubic meter of caprock.
Actually, work on the moat must have been accomplished much more rapidly»
an the caprock was apparently removed in large chunks such as were found
in the excavations of the embankment*

The use of levers, wedges» and haaimera

is hypothesised. The local workmen are quite familiar with these tools
and employed them without suggestion in other work experiments• In the
experimental pita, the excavation was piecemeal» the largest pieces removed
being no larger than 7 centimeters.
Evaluation of shard lots left from the 1966 excavations reconfirmed
the supposition that the earthworks could not have antedated, and were
probably constructed in Early Classic times. No identifiable Late Classic
sherds were found IE the block earth which antedates construction, nor in
the small causeway across the moat*

On the other hand, Ik sherds ware

abundant in later fill along side the early causeway*

ARTIFACTS
So far, only brief mention has been m&da in this report to artifacts
other than pottery vessels. A much larger quantity of objects was recovered
than anyone eatpeeted, *o that the staff was pressed for time. A total of
39465 objects were catalogued, and towards the end of the Season, this was
being done at the rate of about 30 per day* A complete inventory of
catalogued objects is included as Table 2.
TABLB 2: Inventory of Catalogued Artifacts,
SfeiSSlSl

ISSSk®£

jPottgryj
ffhole/reeonstructible vessels
effigy vessel fragments
figurines and fragments
whistles and fragjoents
miniature vessels
worked sherds
wall inserts (dubious category)
censer fragment*
raise* modelled objects
spindle whorls
pottery pellets
e&rspool fr&gtro&nts
pottery stamp
adorno
candelero fragment
iinworked nherds

91
?
122
23
11
59
9
490
10
I
1
2
1
1
I
2

Bone;
complete or nearly complete skeletons
Infant (from a PD)
adults (from burials)
child (from burial)
unworked animal bone
bead
drilled (?) piece
incised human tooth from burial
earspool fragment

1
4
1
8
1
1
2
1

Table 2 (coat,)
Jade;
slightly worked pebbled (from caches)
earspool (laGoatplete)
celts (probably jadeite not jade)
Charlie chap1in figurine
pallet
painted piecesf flatf shaped
carved psndauts
beads

202
1
2
1
1
5
3
2

Shells
uaworked (some to be identified)
scarcely worked
raise, worked
mosaic elements
bead fragrant
fan handle fragments
eharlie cbaplin figurines
disk
earspool
tinklers (incomplete)
pendant fragment
"horse collar11

27 samples
2
34
3
1
2
6
1
1
3
1
1

MayiB® Jlmterial. Otljggjbhjui. Shell:
stiitg ray spines

2

UaWOKk^d Stvaai^;
quartz pebble
battered nodule

1
1

SIlSl^j^^^SSyLiS^a^JSSS^2
pyrite plaque back fragment
shale plaque back frafpo&nta
shale plaque back pieces
mirror fragt&euts (specular hematite)

1
1 set
2
4 sets

Obftid^R:
flakes and chips
flakeHblaJa cores aed fragnkawts
core**llke pieea (tmt for flake-blades)
flake-blade fragi^^ts
unused
used

retoudtied
complete flake^blade
bifac-3 bladaa
small projectile points

56
63
t
207
S3?

119
1
5
2

Table 2 (coat*)
Flints

flake-blades
unused
used
retouched
point-retouched flakes
variable retouched flakes
biface ovates (10% complete)
biface elongates
biface subtriangular
biface blades
small projectile points
biface irregular
biface unclassified
cores
tool fragments (too small to class*)
hammer8toues
dagger fragments

30
88
22
155
290
149
46
3
39
3
23
75
189
40
15
3

Other Stone (Ground and Pecked)s
estates (fragments)
mano fragments
whole mano
grinding and whetstones
polishing stones
rubbing stones
stone spheres
quartasite and quarts pellets
limestone spindle whorl
barkbeaters
cupped hemisphere
minor sculpture

26
26
1
5
2
8
4
4
1
2
1
1

Miscellaneous Materials
painted stucco (83 pieces)
plaster
mineral9 soil, and wood samples
eggshellf unworked

1 sample
2 samples
26
1 sample

Impressions;
textile
leaf

5
1

Much remains to be done la the study of artifacts. What we propose
to do as the analysis continues is to treat these artifacts from the
periphery of Tlkal In the same way as.those from Ttkal proper, and then
turn to a few specific studies. The specific studies will be carried out
on the chipped and ground stone categories.
Each artifact type and variety will be analyzed for sequence of
flaking* direction of the various blows, the striking implements used,
and other technological data. Then each variety and type, separately,
will be plotted on distribution maps*
The chipped flint distribution will be analyzed with the idea of
finding flint-working areas, if such exist. PD 218 will be analyzed
In the section*
Seme practical experimentation will be carried out with the basic
artifacts. This will include activities such as cutting meat and shredding wood. Form and use of the various retouched and used flakes will
be examined and perhaps correlated.
Obsidian cores will be compared to those of the highlands and other
sites. The striking platforms will be examined for preparation, scratchIng and fracture*

If possible, samples will be sent to the University

of Michigan for analysis.
It is hoped that with these detailed studies the minute differences
between the various areas of the Tlkal region will be found* Already,
certain differences are becoming apparent* The Uolantun censers, for
example, are not quite like those from Tikal. Flint tools from Navahuelal
are generally bulkier than their Tikal counterparts. Of great interest
is the clear scarcity of manos and ta&tates beyond Tikal. It is naive,

though, to think that there will be a single great difference between the
periphery and the central area. What we are more apt to find are gradational
differences* By examining the stone artifacts very closely* perhaps these
gradational differences through tima and space can be qualitatively or
quantitatively expressed.

CONCLUSIONS

If we put all the data together which we have collected, what conclusion
may be drawn about prehistoric settlement in the Tlkal region?

Obviously,

with full analysis not yet complete, we prefer to be cautious*

Some tenta-

tive statements and suggestions do appear to be warranted, however.

Some of

these will be found in sections of the text above, and need not be repeated
here, but in terms of overall conclusions, there does appear to have been a
dropoff in settlement density as one goes out from the center of Tlkal. This
is evident from the radial strip maps above. However, at least in Late
Classic times, the dropoff in density was greater than Indicated by the maps,
for the percentage of visible ruins which were in use in this period is
significantly smaller than the percentage for Tikal*

Since the dropoff for

Late Classic times occurs beyond the limits covered by the Tlkal site maps
(Tikal Report Wo. 11), it is evident that the Late Classic population estimate
for Tikal (10,000-11,000 persons) will have to be revised upward.
To pursue the subject of relative population densities further, we may
sketch the total history of Maya settlement in the Tikal region as it appears
to us now. In earlier Preclasslc times (when ceramics of the Eb and Tsec
complexes were in vogue), small settlements were located in what was to
become central Tlkal, as well as on the ridge at the far southwest of the
south strip, the "Bobal Ridge,11 and possibly the high ground at 8,3 kilometers south. There is no evidence for contemporary settlements on the
north strip. Specialised ceremonial activity is indicated for Uolantun and
perhaps Tlkal.
For later Preclaasic times (when Chuen, Cauac, and Cauac-clmi ceramics
were in vogue), settlement appears to have been more widespread. Again,

high land was favored, and those areas which ware alraady settled continued
to be occupied. There was more occupation on the Bobal Ridge, however, and
&«cs between 7*3 and 9«3 kilofi&atera south. On the north strip, there may
have been same settlement at 2 kilometers north, with definite occupations
near the ridge at 3*3 kilooucars north, and at 4*3 kilometers north* Off
fchs radial strips* late Preclassie settlement is indicated for Jimbal,
Uolantua, and £1 Deacaaso* 11mre wat* certainly growing ceremonial construe-'
tion, with structures at Xlkal, Ifolaatun* and perhaps on tha Bobal Ridge*
Early Classic, material isfi&orewidely distributed than Preclassic, and
iiuisi: excavations produced at lease a few Early Classic shards»

However,

they were no£ t&tfu&lly found in graat quantities, and were usually at the
base of a Late Classic sequeace* Xiu evidence suggests a widespreadf but
not particularly dense population for Early Classic tlmas* sassawhat like
tha situation between 6«2 and 8*5 kilometers on the south atrip, where the
known Coastrucfcion all seems to ba Early Classic* Perhaps there was a bit
siciira density closer io the higher ri4g^st with their older established
se^fclements* Inhere s^cuas to have be^ik an acceleration in major construction
activity, as many of ttm tomples and certainly sooie of the range-typa strucIruras at many of liia snail auclaatfed sii:es ware built in Early Classic tin^s*
Perhaps, as settleaaeut spread aad populations increased, what might: be
called "spheres of Influence11 of various sites expanded and causa inta contact,
necessitating &&im readjus tioents* A.J far as Xikal is concerned, there was
probably no problem on the east m\.ui \iast, on account of the extensive ba|o
areas there. Small centers near ^im bajos^may have bean absorbed by Tikal
iuihe course of its expansion, Hiiar^ no natural barriers existed, as on tha
north and south, artificial earthworks were constructed^, apparently for
dafensiwa purposes*

For Late Classic times, the picture ig one of Increasing complexity and
specialisation* Even by Early Classic times, we seam to have a specialised
drill-producing area. Later, we have specialised obsidian and flint working
areas on the south strip* Much larger groups are found, with a denser
settlement pattern than previously. Many more Late Classic middens were
found than Early Classic middens* Greater quantities of sherds from this
period are found in the test pits* Previously marginal living areas were
now fairly densely occupied, and only the lower bajos continued to ba shunned.
Yet, other previously favored areas had little or no settlement; for example,
the area firm 6*2*8.5 kilometers on the south strip, and from 3.5-4*5 kilointers on the north strip* Since a0«na of the potentially best agricultural
land In the region may be represented here, it is possible that, as population
had by this tine becooie heavy and widespread, good agricultural land was at
a premium, a possibility which is supported by other lines of evidence as
wall (Uaviland 1967)* Hence, there was a pullback of population frcm such
areas, which would have favored o&ve compact settlement at nucleated centers,
as wall as the occupation of marginal lands* Also, it may have been a boon
to developn^nt of arboriculture in areas of dense settlement*
The larger groups north of the earthworks were either constructed, or
greatly expanded, in Late Classic; times* Again there was apparently much
more dense occupation in the JIMmi area with another population concentration there* The and of the north atrip was extensively occupied for the
first tins* The asreit around Uol*.&tui also had a dense settlement, compared
to earlier periods* The Bobal cotu^'Aex, or at least a large part of it,
secinis to have been constructed iu «&rly or niddle Late Classic tinea* The
large hilltop group at the

oi tiM north atrip was constructed wtile Xml*

ceramics were in vogua, There is evidence of continuing use of the site of

Havajuelal* with the construction of some structures on the North Group.
Finally9 there is evidence that at least part of the Tikal earthwork was
intentionally filled in Late Classic times*
This picture of great Increase in population growth and growing cultural
complexity is reversed toward the end of Late Classic times*

Evan granting

the possibility of SQTO& Bsnab ceramic material being mistaken for Imix, on,
account of weatheringf thare still is evidence of a drastic decrease in
population. Only eight or ten locations gave evidence of definite Basnab
occupation or activity*

There are indications of drastic changes in ceremonial

patterns, with the unique effigy type censers on the floors of templui at
Jimbal and Voiantui*, *md evidence of activity around the base of the temple
at: Itavajuelal as well*

The picture is one of depopulation, possibly Tain-*

tively rapidly9 and b^sic changes in social patternsf hut still with ongoing
Pottery traditions*

The Bunab remnlnt tend again to be found on the higher

slopes*
Therflt is only very scattered evidence for settlement by the users of
tebsn ceramics*

Tb.e problem of th&, dating of the Caban complex has still

fcn b«i settled.. It obviously io@s nvt fit in the sane tradition as th«* B^nab
cr'mpleKy for it differs too widely IP foien^ type, and technology Chafing .
@lMill teiffipeir, for instusice). Ha tTi'iniiticm between the two has b^nn fotind*
IinAtead, there IB evidence of a total.* or almost total depopulation of the
area after the tine when Ken&b cer-nnii^gi were in use (despite some substantial
occupation aiwittd I-fkff* Petem)*

Ag^lp there was a return to some of the old

£*H9ple$, with €fabw vpiselg (offeringBf) being found on the floors or in
front of the Ifenpl^i at Uolamtum a^»d Mavajiselal, and of coursef in Te^iple^
I «nd II fit fikal itself• CiRban d€<r.v-t>atioti was noted at only two mound
groups9 both 013 tte'aputh strip«

Htenf Cab an vessels were found an airfare

mwlfastatlotis. fh«* location of these groups, and the Caban "'settlement*8 In
Central Tikal, Indicated a tendency to locate near aguadas, and it is perhaps
significant that these groups are often found near modern chiclero and
shatero camps* Perhaps the Caban population was no more permanent9 but also
part of a collecting or harvesting subsystem, possibly based at Lake Peten.
Of course, much of this is sheer speculation.
A second overall conclusion of major import is that there are significant
differences in architecture when Tikal structures are compared with those
from the surrounding area* It also seems clear that continued analysis will
show this to be the case with ceramics and artifacts as well* The meaning
of these differences remains to be worked out* That they related to important
socio-cultural differences cannot be doubted, however* At least one of us
(Havlland) feels that they may relate in part to the possibility that different economic activities were carried out in Tikal vis-a-vis the surrounding
area, as indicated by some aspects of the data above* In addition, different
segments of Maya society may have been represented in various localities.
All of this, of course, remains to be seen. In any case, it is quite clear
that one cannot expect that archaeological materials from the area around
a major Classic Maya center will simply duplicate materials from the center
Itself.

PUBLICATION PLANS

Currently, a master's thaais and three doctoral dissertations are in
preparation which are based on these excavations* The site of Navahuelal
is the subject of a dissertation in anthropology at the University of
Pennsylvania by Ernestene Green* Dennis B. Puleston is completing his
master's thesis in anthropology* which is based on the Ramon Survey* at
the University of Pennsylvania. His doctoral dissertation will be on
prehistoric settlement in the Tikal sustaining area* Robert B* Pry, at
the University of Arizona* is preparing his dissertation in anthropology

\

on the ceramics of the sustaining area*
Originallyt it was planned to prepare a series of reports on the sustaining area* which would be added as the final volumes to the series of
Tikal Reports to ha published by the University of Pennsylvania Museum.
After considerable discussion in fcha fall of 1967, however, those who have
worked at Tikal and those who have worked in the sustaining area reached
a consensus that it would facilitate analysis to Integrate the material

from Tikal and the surrounding area. Therefore, the data from our Investigations will appear in the fallowing Tikal Reports:
Rqport lto«
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At^thors
Coe and
Haviland

Contents
Introduction to the Archaeology of Greater Tikal
(peiriiaaaal list with years and field numbers;
field aM publication financing; history of
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datrdit, symbols, abbreviations, etc., iu text
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comprehensive Index to prior and current: Tikal
Reports; corrections and additions to prior
Ttkiil Reports, et cetera)
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peripheral Tikal survey strips9 including
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24
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1* Overall map of the Tikal National Park, allowing the four radial
strips9 the north earthworks, and several small, nucleated sites*

The dark

overlay marks areas where small structure ruins are particularly abundant*
Figure 2« Detailed map of the east radial strip, starting at the edge of
the Xikal site 'snap.
Figure 3* Detailed map of the west radial strip, starting at the edge of
the Tikal site map.
Figure 4. Detailed map of the north radial strip, starting at the edge of
the Tikal site map* The north end of this strip is shown in Figure 7a.
Location© of ceramic test pits are indicated*
Figure 5* Detailed map of the south radial strip0 starting in the Great
Plaza of Tikal• The raison survey strip is shown, with the individual trees
as black dots* Hie heavy dotted line d&t#a the center la the original govarutfiaat survey trail (bregha)*
Figure 6* A graphic demonstration of the relation between numbers of structures, raiaogi trees, and altitude on the south strip (see figure 5)» Altitude
down the center of the strip, determined by transit, 10 indicated by solid
line; structures within the strip by broken lin&; and ramou trees within
SO m. of either side of the center of the strip by dotted line* The dropoff
lii structure density which begins at S ka* was actually greater in Lata
Ctlassltt t£ut3S th&ui indicated by the graph» £c»r not ail structures beyond
this point Mere in us$ at that tiiua«

A relationship between structure

dsasity and ramonns eeema to be clearly d@@$Ottstirated«

There Is little corre-

latioa betveea altitude and the density of structures or r&imma beyond 6 km*

Figure 7»

Detailed map of a portion of the north park boundary and the

Uaxactun strip. The 0 km* point on the latter is the center point of tha
Rlcketson Uaxaetun hot&acufUNmd survey* The south arm of the Ricketson survey
is covered by Figure 7J and the upper quarter of ?i» which may be compared
nith Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:

Fig* 2.

